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Chapter 1 
                                                         Attaining the Holy Spirit 
 
From the book Marachot Eloheme we learn that the main intent in Hashem's desire to 
create the world was so that man should become complete and thus merit to have 
Ruach ha Kodesh dress upon him. By this he would reach levels of prophesy, 
and fill the world with peace and life. This would leave the force of evil no 
place to rest on, so it would die. When the yetzer hora (evil inclination) 
dominates then the light that Hashem hid for the sadeekem (righteous) is hidden. 
It cannot be comprehended, but becomes hidden becouse of the serpent.  This 
light is the yesod (foundation-gateway) of חיים (true life). A man can come to 
comprehend but a little bit only after great toil. In his body there must 
illuminate fear before he will be given any comprehension in these matters. This is 
a ruling of the  עץ חיים (tree of life), also according to 
this sadeekem are given comprehension in Gan Aden (Garden of Eden). Hashem is 
exacting in the judgements of this matter to the finess of "a single hair". 
This is whats called the 2 sided sword, it is before Gan Aden. Hashem placed 
this sword in Gan Aden to guard the way to the Atz Chym (tree of 
knowledge) after Adam sinned and was no longer fit to eat from it. Know that 
in the Torah rests the comprehension of the fruit of the Atz Chym.1 
Its written “A flaming sword stands to the east of the garden to 

guard the way to the Tree of Life” (Bereishis 3:22-24). The way is derech eretz.2 

The level of Torah call “Torat Atzilut,” or “Torat Moshiach,” is level of Torah 
that will return to us at the time of the Moshiach. It is the Torah that 
is  called  Aitz HaChaim (the Tree of Life). It can only be an 
elixir for life. It is the ultimate level of Torah, that of the First 
Tablets. It is a “elixir for life” and it will automatically promote Derech 

eretz (ethics). This level of Torah called Aitz HaChaim is Chesed-based. It 
automatically fixes the character of the person who learns it, and those whom he 
affects. The second set of tablets Moshe descended with eighty days later are on 
the level of the Aitz HaDa’at Tov v’Rah (tree of good and evil). It 
is either an “elixir for life”, or “an elixir for death”. The Second 
Tablets is the Torah of the world of Beriyah. The Gevurot (severities) in them 
are the prohibitions of the Torah. They are for the sake of protecting and 
distancing from impurity and filth, which is death. This is the Torah we all have 
now. The level of revealed Torah that the Jewish people departed Mt. Sinai with 
was not that of the Aitz HaChaim, but that of the Aitz HaDa’at Tov 

v’Rah, with which Gevurot are associated. With this level of Torah there 
is no guarantee that one will automatically be elevated.  Derech eretz (ethics) 
must precede one’s approach to this Torah. If one is to be able to receive 
the “light” and use it to make “tikunim” (fixing) and gain divine awareness.3 
In Beor Esser Sefirot it is taught that he who walks in simplicity without צורה 
(form) or דמות (likeness) and is far from physicality and 
recognises their creator Who created them.He does not go after his eyes. There is 
open to him the gate of rightiousness in his heart. Then he can call 
to The God. They call and see the Glory of Hashem (the name of God) and 
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they understand the סוד (secret), because there is nothing but 
Hashem. They give over yichud (unification of the Name of God) twice daily. This 
is the gate of heaven. To them is אות (signs). Their eyes see. Hashem does 
miracles and wonders. The fool does not understand this.4 
It’s taught in Pre Atz Chayim that the voice and breath make a “makava” 
(divine chariot) to join with the souls of the “sadeekem Reshonim”. Breath is 
the aspect of ה of ה “ ו ה י , while voice is from thought is from the ו. 
Rabbi Moshe Chyim Lazatto teaches that the souls of sadeekem become "ibor" 
(impregnate- joined) with the Nefesh Ruach and Nashama of men. Its even possible 
to reach to the soul of Moshe.5 One who speaks Torah in the name of 
a sadeek his Nashama is with him, and he works with him. He also recieves the 
light of the sadeek’s Torah. It goes over strengthening his Nashama. If one does 
not give over the Torah in the name of him who spoke it first its supernal 
light is withheld.6 The Ar’i Hakodesh also taught that he 
merited Torah by working hard to understand the zohar. Three times each day Eliyahu 
Ha Novi would come to teach Rebbi Shimon and Rebbi Eliazer, how can one 
not read it ?. Rabbi Argosi teaches that from learning Zohar one merits levels 
very high in Olam Haba which are otherwise inaccessible. This is becouse with 
the Zohar’s understandings concerning the mitzvot. The mitzvot have more value. There 
is no end for a man to apply understanding to the mitzvot. The Ramban 
said “ The foundation of all “Chachmot” (wisdoms) stands on who is Hashem.7 
In Shar Mimori Rasb’y the Ar’i teaches that nashamot of “Imma” are drawn from 
“imma Illah” by way of truth and faith. Torah is called truth, and faith 
is the foundation and source of divine service. Rabbi Yaakov Abuchitzera teaches 
that a man needs “Emuna” engraved upon his heart so 
that his “dat” (knowledge) is in שלמה  אמנה (perfect faith) in things of the Kaballah. 
In this they will see “mammash”.8 Rabbi Nachman of Breslov teaches that 
through faith one achieves intellect.9 Rabbi Moshe Cordevero teaches in his 
commentary to the Zohar called Aor Yakar that there is united Chuchmah and Bina 
in Keter by Dat. Recieve Bina from Chuchmah through Dat. Dat is the Yesod 
of Rachamim. It is the source and Nashama of Teferet. Unification of Chuchmah 
and Bina illuminates dat in Bina. The flow of chuchmah is arroused throught Dat 
that is in Bina. Ultimately רעותא (arousal) is Divine will, it is Ketter. This is חי עולמים 
(life of the worlds) which is the Yesod below illuminating upon 
the earth which is Machut. Chuchmah is called arrousel from above, as it is 
above Bina. There is the מאורות, and fineness. Ketter is a aspect of 
flow in Bina that is not through Chuchmah. Keter can flow by way of the 
central pillar in Teferet, not through Bina or Chuchmah  reaching chesed. Keter makes 
a path (of Bina) for itself. It is the dwelling place of the Shechinah. 10 
It is according to one’s Dat, which is “penimi” in the sefirot that there 
is a “segulah” (miraculous power) to unite with רצון (Divine will).11 
The main intent in every revelation of Hashem and in every creation is only 
for the Torah and Yisrael. Every man and the whole world was only created 
for this. The purpose is to nullify the klippot after this there will be refined 
our bodies and chitzon and they will be united with the Nashama and together they 
will rise to Malchut of Atzilut. As this is the essence of the most perfect 
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union. From there it can rise up with no limit. Till Malchut of the Ayn Sof. 
This is the first source. This whole tikun is only made through the Torah 
and Yisrael. The source of Torah is the first revelation of light from Ayn Sof, 
this is the source of everything and to where it returns. The source of Yisrael 
is malchut of Atzilut. From there is created all of Bria Yetzera and Asiyah. 
Bria Yetzera and Asiyah are chitzon (external) and the Nashamot of Yisrael are 
penimi(internal), they are upper Dat. The middle pillar which is the secret of 
the Torah has light of the Ayn Soff. From the Dat in Machut are the souls 
of Yisrael. Revelation of penimi of Dat is from the central pillar by ה”מ . 
From it goes out Nashamot with the light of the Torah.12  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                     Chapter 2   
                                      Why Israel is mentioned in the Bible 2498 times 
 
  In Mishnat Chassidim we learn the Malchut (Power of Divine Rulership) of  Aretz 

Yisrael (the land of Isreal)  is Malchut of Binna. Aretz Yisrael is 
the internal limbs of the supernal earth which is called תבל 
(there are 7 names, levels of earth). תבל includes the first 3 sefirot of Malchut 
(Divine Rulership). It is from here that there nourishes “Yisrael” in Aretz Yisrael 
and Yerushalym (Jerusalem). She is the center of the הישוב (civilized world). 
She nourishes from the Yesod of Z’a in the middle of the Belly till the 
end of Z’a. This is what is called the “civilized world”.13 It's tought in 
Shoshon Sodot that Aretz Yisrael is not under the supernal princes (angels) 
above but ה"יהו. It is nourished from Keter elyon (source of 
Divine will and delight) by the middle piller. Aretz Yisrael recieves flow of ברכה 
 (blessing) from עליונה ארץ (the supernal land).14 The Aor Yakar teaches that Aretz Yisrael 
is אפר הקודש(Holy earth). Those dwelling there are Holy. Their 
Nashamot are Holy. Their Trumah (offerings) are Holy. The Torah 
is Kidusha (Holiness) having yichus (relationship) to Aretz Yisrael and are 
united together.15 The Torah and Yisrael are one and their 
source is in the ancient head in 620 pillars of light that are there.16 י”אדנ  
7 times (including collel of 1 for the name itself) equals ל ת ו כ 
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“Kotel”  (western wall). The main place of the Shechinah in this world is 
the Kotel (Western wall). From there it never leaves. The eyes and heart of 
Hashem are there everyday.The light of His will, His ultimate intent is always here, 
from Keter and all aor penimi from Chuchmah which below arouses. The main Keter 
is Makiff Yoshir, that stands in the iggulim.17 From the Zohar we learn ערבי כותל 
(western wall) is “Malchut”. His dwelling place is theתל (mount) that all turn to. The ד 
of אחד is this תל (mount) all turn to. It is Malchut.18 The “kotel” is close to the “even 
Stiyah” (foundation firmament). There goes out the flow of light which is proper from 
the “kav” (beam). From this fine “kav” of אור (light) is a partnership of Bina 
(Divine undestanding) and Rachamim(mercy) that is drawn to enliven the world. In the 
place of the “even Stiyah” there the “kav” decends till reaching the center. 
From there it stands and then spreads out to the sides. From there and there 
the light spreads out, As in a globe. Till making the circle all equal. From 
the center she spreads out in length and width. Spreading out 
in all levels in secret of East to west, and north to south. This is the place of the עגול 
(circle-sefirot iggulim) where the world is eminated and the “kav” is drawn 
to. The Aor Yashar (supernatural spiritual light of the “kav”) surrounds the head 
of the “iggulim” (sefirot of nature), but does not enter them (the body of the Iggulim-
6 lower sefirot). This place is between above and below. From here goes 
out the cleaving of the Ayn-Sof (infiniteness of God). The “kav” descends 
to illuminate in the חלל (empty space) which is the first עגול, 
and also in the 2nd that was eminated in it.19  The secret of Emuna (faith) is 
found in the central point of Aretz Yisrael (the land of Isreal). Which is 
the “kadosh Kadoshim”. Even if the Temple does not exist today, still in 
its merit the world is fed. Sustenance is emited from there to every place.20 
The “kadosh Kadoshim”, the place where Hashem chose to place the ארון 
(ark), in its midst is the middle pillar. The temple is the secret of Malchut called י”אדנ  
. Between the temple below and that above is only 18 mil.21 
Sapphire firmament corresponds to the  "even Stiyah".22 
The "even Stiyah" is the firmament with 7 eyes described by Zachariah (3:9). 
It reveals Chaga”t and Nh”y of Chuchmah. The world is established by ה”י  
of Binna from it is Chuchmah revealed in Malchut according to the secret of 
3x4=12 being 12 firmaments, tribes and hours of the day and night.23 
Concerning  the "even Stiyah" we learn in the Zohar that firmaments called 
Malchut rule in the left without the right. They rest on the ה " מ = ם ו ה ת x 10 (depths). ת 
 even)ןבא שתיה  .is Teferet of Arich, which is the source of upper conduits   ן ו י ל ע  ם ו ה
Stiyah) שת (foundation) of ה”י . 24 The ןבא שתיה is (Wisdom) גולם=חכמה 
(energy before assigned form-unused potential).25 
According to judgements of the left they are concealed. From them goes out water 
which is Chassadim (force of Hashem’s giving). Concerning this water King Salomon 
writes “many waters will not satisfy love (song of songs 8:7). One can never give 
enough for this love.26 The Magid of Koznitz in Avodat Yisrael 
teaches that water illudes to Ayn-Sof as it has no גבול (limit).27 
This water goes out through holes in the "mesach" (screen-filter) of "tzizum" 
(contraction) to sustain the world. It states " Ruach Elokim moves on the 
face of the waters" (the sages say this “ruach” is Machiach). " Ruach 
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Elokim moves on the face of the waters" The magid of Koznitz says the waters 
refered to here are Torah. This is refering to "ruach Elokim" going out of tzimzum ב 
which is called "thum" and  reaching until near the "mesach" of "tzimzum א " called  ה ו ב 
 within itself. This Ruach revealed through א includes tzimzum ב bohu". Then tzimzum"  ו
tzizum ב is called    ל ו ק (voice).The pillar of ruling of the "mesach" of "tzimzum א 
" is called Malchut and ר פ א (dust ).28 Tzimzum א is called Keter, tzimzum ב 
is called Chuchmah.29 "Tohu" is Imma the "green kav" surrounding the world . The חותם 
(seal) of Hashem is made in green. The green kav is king of the world.30 Tohu is the green 
kav it is from the east from the side of Dat. 31 It is called "Ester". It is the 
first the "yichud" of Abba and Imma of Bria . It closes the womb 
of Imma, as Nh'y makes the "mochin” of Bria. It is closed and sealed in 
the head of Z'a. The green kav surrounds the world. It is the beginning of צורה 
(form). As the beginning is called ד”יו . Which is as a גולם 
(unformed energy). There begins the spreading out of length and width. All is made 
in Chuchmah which is this  ד”יו . This is the first revelation from the 
Ayn sof it spreads out and decends to Bina being formed there. Yisrael 
is the central pillar markava for love and awe of Hashem. It is the 
green kav surrounding the world. The green "kav" surrounds Z'a and gives 
to it. From it goes out ך ש ח (darkness) called Givurot. It is the 
source of “dinim”. It is a green “kav”, but its appearance is also 
reddish. The firmaments within "Tohu" of "bohu" are Nh'y of Binna. They 
put out water into the "thum" which is the Yesod. Placed upon "kav 
tohu" is firmaments of "Bohu". The הוא of תהו is the "klipa" of the אגוז 
(nut), this is the outer klippah, it is green. Within this "klipa" is 
"Bohu" it is firmaments of מפולמות (wonder). From which goes out water. 
Inside "bohu" is חשך (darkness). From here is the "klipa" Asev. Becouse חשך 
is according to "tohu" sometimes Asev is said to be from Tohu. חשך 
is a aspect of "Tohu", being Malchut of "midot ha din", but 
when sweetened in Bina is made the aspect of חשך. In the secret of מתלקחת  אש 
(consuming fire). They are memunim (angels) on the Chitzon (evil forces) 
Darkness is on Tohu. Tohu and tohum are the same thing, being the 
klipot that make din. Making tikun from within the chitzon. The firmaments of מפולמות 
are "Bohu" between "tohu" and ך ש ח . "Tohu" Is the "ibor" 
(pregnancy) of Zu'n in the day of "ibor" of Imma. "Bohu" is Nh'y of Imma.32 
In Zohar Chadash Tikunim we learn that the lower Shechinah is from left it is 
Tohu. The right side is bohu. The central pillar is "חשך on the face of the depth.".33 
From the green "kav" of "tohu" goes out Chesed. "Bohu" is this 
Chesed within. This is what is meant by "in Chesed the world is built". 
The six corners are eminated from this Chesed.34  
   There had to be diminished light of the Ayn Sof for there to be nifradim (independent 
creations) and free choice. The main thing of this world is the 6 sefirot the 
the first 3 are עצומת (essence). All existence in the future 
will receive tikun and will grow by (revelation) of Ayn Soff. Then the 6 
corners will be fixed.35 Firmaments of letters in Bina are גלגולם 
(rolling) by light of permutations through the nikud, and waters of chesed are 
eminated from Chuchmah. This is יהי-יאור that becomes אויר 
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. Waters go out of bohu. Waters go out by 5 lights from 5 firmaments. 
This is the secret of יהי אור. This is the 5 אור (of creation). They are 5 א 
in nikud kamatz, Sare, Chereek, Cholom, Kubutz (petechy chotum). These are 5 
firmaments of bursting forth through 5 lights. There goes out from them 5 times מים 
(water). Letters are firmaments hidden in the depth of Bina. Power (of Bina) 
hides the light with in them, their vowels flow and draw water. The water 
is in Chuchmah and the אור is in keter. The אור rises up in the 5 firmaments. The 
braking forth of water are waters of chesed. The letters are concealed in the 
depth of the thum, which is Bina. The nukvim  (holes-in masach) are 
conduits of flow. In each firmament (letter) there are 5 (nukvim). These are 6 
corners as body and brit are counted as one. The (letters) float up and down 
rising within south and north. They are chesed and givurah.. There shines the nikud 
from Chuchmah in light of the Keter, seen in the 4 sides of the thum. 
These are the 4 midot of Chesed Givurah Teferet and Malchut. The illumination joins 
with the saruf of the nikud in each and every letter. Like chesed entering 
all 7 sefirot and givurah joining all 7. All 7 lights illuminating in all 7 
sefirot. These being the 7 letters of      א”ה ו”וא  א”ה   of ה”מ  גלפין . 
(engraving) waters are the secret of the rekia in the waters. Separating waters from 
waters. There are 7 lights in 7 thum of Bina. The חשך (darkness) of these thum is of 
the side of din, givurah of Bina they are classes of givurah. They are mixed 
in Bohu. Every aspect of joining and  גלפין is to 75. There are 2 aspects to 
the sefirot, which are 7 or 5 being 70 or 75 sefirot. Bohu is water of 
conduits of waters of Chesed from the Chuchmah.36 
In safer Shoshon Sodot its written that the upper world brings forth the lower 
world included in חיים בחסד (life comes in kindness), this sweetens din 
(judgments) and will resurrect to dead.37 Flow is only in Chesed. As flow dresses 
in Chesed of Chucmah and spreads out in Binna. From Chesed of Binna the flow 
decends to Z’a.38 Tohu has no color or form, everything 
has a garment but this. Bohu has shape and form being firmaments immersed in Tohu. 
When these firmaments rise out of the “thum” by their garments they give 
sustenance to the world. Darkness contains all colors of fire. Black fire is the 
stongest of all fires. This is only when it (darkness) is joined to Tohu, 
otherwise darkness is not Black fire, only when it grasps tohu. Ruach is the voice 
resting on bohu. It grasps and guides it as is needed. This is “The voice of ה”יהו  
is on the waters” (Psalm 24:3). “Ruach ם”אלהי  is on the face of the waters”. 
“Face of the waters” is these firmaments sunk in the “thum”. It is called 
this as waters go out of these firmaments. Tohu is under י”שד  , Bohu צבאות 
and is called רעש, darkness ם”אלהי , Ruach is 39. ה " ו ה י 
The garment to ruach is Tohu. Bohu is a garment to רעש 
which is power of kidusha, the כוחות (powers of angels).40 "forever ה " ו ה י 
your word stands in the Heaven" Every moment Hashem judges in every thing its 
life force. What power that it needs, what barrier it cannot transcend. This is 
under the regulation of י"שד , changes are from 41. ה " ו ה י 
The arrangement of Chuchmah is from the power of teferet according to the source 
of Chesed. The first shine is from Netzauch comming from "Ketter Elyon". 
Chuchmah is arranged in "Ketter Elyon". It is forbidden to search concerning this 
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level. This is referring to the arrangement of Chuchmah within the "green kav". 
This spreading of Chuchmah is from ה " ו ה י . It is what is called " ו ר ת ס   ך ש  ח   ת ש  י 
 “ (foundation of his hiddeness in darkness) It is ה ק נ (clean) and ר ו ה ט (pure) .42 
As it says in Barashit "Darkness was on the face of the depth". The 
Supernal feet are Netzauch and Hod. All the time they are not relating to the 
earth which is Malchut. They are not said to be out of the "thum", 
even though they walk many "parsa" above from the "tahum" high into the ר י ו א 
(air) like on "Yom Tov". The hight of Malchut is 10. Therefore the 
"thum" is not higher than 10.43 Another mystery concerning this is a great 
fish called the Leviyaton. He goes out from the "Thum" (depths)44. 
Its written “to couple the tent together so that it might be one” (smot 
36:18). This refers to angels in the upper world, the Leviyton in sea (in 
the middle) and man in lower world.45 The leviyaton is the yesod of malchut. 
The potential of each persons revelation (this is what they revealed according to 
Teferet of Arich). In Aretz Yisrael light is revealed more because the garments 
vessels for light are more refined in Asiyah as their bodies are more sanctified 
in mitzvot than if dwelling outside the land. As Aretz Yisrael itself is as 
a mikvah completely surrounding you. Aretz (land) is related to ratzon (will), 
receiving the yolk of heaven is the spiritual aspect of Aretz Yisrael.46 
The main thing of Malchut is recieving the yolk of heaven upon oneself 
, and doing his will as in the time their was a Bait ha Mikdash. 
The main thing of avoda (Divine service) is to raise malchut to Hashem.47 
 All is different in “Aretz Yisrael”. As the klippot that surround the earth 
is broken there. It does not dominate it, but opens more and more till an 
opening is formed.48 The "Thum" (depths) has 70 "sarim" 
(supernal princes) that are "chitzon" (external) that surround Aretz Yisrael.49 
Hashem created 7o memunim over the 70 nations called םתניני (Dragons)50 
The 70 nations receive their flow from  אלהים of “din” according to their actions, 
while Yisrael draws from the 13 “dikna”. Yisrael draws power from the 13 “dikna” 
sweetening the dinim of 51. ם י ה ל א All “dinim” are sweetened in their 
source which is rachamim, by this is made a גבול (limit).52 
Power of Rachamim changes din to its opposite of Rachamim.53 ם י ה ל א 
 is Bina which is Rachamim. “Din” illuminates from it. It is called “olam 
Haba” where reward will be given for the mitzvot according to one’s merit. As 
one gives out “sadakeh” (charity), so Hashem likewise does with him.54 
The “dikna” are called ם י ה ל א which is called “the well”. The main 
thing involving the “dikna” is raising of the “mym Nukvin”. By this is 
drawn light of the “dikna”. According to Aretz Yisrael all the world receives flow.55 
It is in the center of the valve nourishing the world. Rav Nachunyah ben 
Hakanah teaches that all that decends from above and all that is elevated from 
below does so through the land of Yisrael.  Artz Yisrael is not guided 
by a “rekia” (firmament) above. Above Artz Yisrael in the rekia is a opening called  
ן”גבילו . Under this opening are 70 others, 70 “memunim” guard them from 2000 “amot” 

away, in the secret of “tachum Shabat” (Shabat limit). This opening goes up and 
up till reaching the כסא which is Malchut. Its authority spreads 
from the opening over “Aretz Yisrael” until the opening called ן”מגדו , 
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where the “rekia” over  “Aretz Yisrael” ends.56 There is one חיה 
(angel) in the rekia called Yisrael. Yisrael are born from the "house of 
Hashem". Here they cleave in " the portion of יהוה is His people". So they may 
inherit what is fit for them of Torah and mitzvot from treasury of Hashem this 
is their crown. This treasury is from the 32 paths chuchmah. 57 
Rabbi Moshe Cordevero teaches that “rekia” is Chuchmah. He  also says it is 
Tereret it is Dat.58 The safer Marachot Elokim states that the 
Talit of Hashem is Chuchmah.59 The Ramcha”l Teaches that the eyes of 
Hashem illuminate on Aretz Yisrael. The Kamarna Rebbi in Aor Enyim teaches The 
“Rekia” is in the middle pillar which is 60. ה “ ו ה י " Aretz Yisrael " is the level ש ה  ד ו ב כ 
 ו ק מ מ  "ה  ד ו ב כ  ך ו ר ב מ ו"                which is chuchmah. This is ,(glory of the name)  ם
" 61 We learn in the Holy Zohar that "Aretz Yisrael ", The Holy land is the 
“bundle of life” (place where level of soul called “Nashama” come from and 
return to). It is from here that the “Nashama” is given to man. It is 
this earth that gives Nashama to the people upon it.62 
Rabbi Avraham Abulafia teaches that Avraham avinu had navua outside of Aretz Yisrael 
but this is not so simple. It involves choices of freewill. Avraham was willing to 
leave the land of his birth and go to Aretz Yisrael. With the years 
things change, man changes. But Aretz Yisrael is penimi (internal) the 
Shechinah (Divine presence) always rests upon it. "The eyes of Hashem are 
continually searching upon it." (Deuteronomy 11:12). The Shechinah only dwells outside 
the land after dwelling in Aretz Yisrael. A individuals relationship to the Shechinah 
is only according to one's desire to live in Aretz Yisrael.63 The air of Aretz Yisrael is the 
air the angels breath.64 In the commentary on the  Zohar By 
the Sulam we learn that all angels receive power from the flow of sefirot 
Netzauch, Hod and Yesod.(revelation of the quality, quantity and way of Divine 
service).65 The air of the land of Yisrael is Shechinah, it is Chuchmah to teach Dat 
to the people.66 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          Chapter 3                                               
                                             Creative Power is in the Air                    
  In Safer Paliyah Rabbi Nachunyah ben Hakanah says that The Designer above is Binna, 
By pronunciation which is revelation of the 
aspect of Chuchmah Hashem Creates the world. In Binna there is prepared and given 
form to all that exists in ה “ ו ה י which is Binna. Binna eminates the last “ה” which 
is “canneset Yisrael”, and eminates the “ו” which is “masach” (screen-filter) of  Teferet 
and Yesod. As the “kav” is the " ה"אהי 67" ו is your artist Who is working every day.68 
 The Ramchal in his Tefilot teaches. Yisrael is established in the ו of ה ”ו ה י 
. The “penimi” of the Chuchmah of Z’a is Called “nishmata”. This is 
Chuchmah of Dat. This is the  “rekia” between Arich and Z’a. In this “rekia” 
are set the planets, which are “Nashamot” (souls).69 אדם is higher than אנוש 
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(both are names for man in the Torah). Dat is lower than Bina, but Dat is to אדם 
and a אנוש has Binna. There are levels of Binna and levels of Dat.70 
If there is no Bina there is no Dat, If there is no Dat there is no Binna.71 
Dat is from the side of Keter gives revelation to Teferet in its place.72 
There is united Chuchmah and Bina in Keter by Dat. There is not to Chuchmah 
a connection to Keter, but Keter is a aspect of flow in Bina (as midot of 
Rachamim are of Keter in Bina). This is not through Chuchmah, But Keter flows by 
way of the central pillar in Teferet and not through Bina. Or Keter can flow 
in Chesed and not through Bina in the Right pillar.73 
All makiffim are drawn from Binna as the Ketter itself is Hidden. It is only 
revealed through Bina. So Binna is also called in this name ה”אהי  
which is the name of Keter. The first of all makiff of the kav is Bina of Machut of A”k.74 
Chuchmah is drawn throught dat to Malchut.75 The Yesod to form is in the Yesod 
(rekia) called Chuchmah. Its by this that we give praise to Binna. Binna flows in 
the sefirot called ם י ק ח ש which is Netzauch and Hod. Binna works in Chuchmah.76 
Its written "forever ה"יהו your word stands in Heaven". Every 
monent Hashem judges in everything its life force. What power it needs always. What 
barrier will not be transcended is determined by י"שד, changes are by 77.ה"יהו 
On the face of the “rekia” (firmament) of Heaven is ר י ו א 
(air). Flow from Arich Anpin decends to the world as a “golam” in ם י ר י ו א 
,and the 4 Yesodot. 7 “rekia” are 7 אויר . ם י ר  י ו א is the yesod.78 4 ים ר וי א 
are 4 letters of      ר י ו א . ה י ו ה is always in Nakavah. As the body 
of Nakavah stands  in N'h of the Chullal of Z'a.79 There are 13 divisions in the ר י ו א 
. In it are 3 ה י ו ה . One including them all. From these 
13 divisions “Chuchmah Stima” goes out to the ר י ו א . In the middle goes out the ר י ו א 
joining Chuchmah and Binna. The ר וי א takes from “Chuchmah Stima” and 
“Chuchmah stima” takes from the ר י ו א . From the hair goes out Chuchmah 
that is divided in the power of the ר וי א . Dividing it to 13 aspects which is ו “ א ו 
. “Chuchmah Stima” goes out of         ן “ וי ו and enters the 80. ר י ו א 
The magid of Koznitz teaches in Ner Yisrael that the Depth of “Dat Elyon” is the ר י ו א 
that spreads out from the mouth of the King. From it goes out ה מ כ ח  י ר מ א מ 
(creative utterances of Chuchmah) revealed from the hiddeness.81 
In his comentary on the Zohar, Aor Yakir, Rabbi Moshe Cordevero teaches that 
there are 3 גדרים (border limits) to Atzilut. In the first Which is Keter there there goes 
out and enters stomom  (closed lights) from the head of the Ayn-Sof , 
the 2nd is Chuchmah it is tied into the skull where there is flashing. The 
3rd border is Bina it is not called “white”. The arrangement of Bina has 
within it colors.These are 3 hidden midot this one within that. Atzilut is in the 
Chuchmah, and the 6 corners are in the אצם (essence) of Bina.82 
Bina of Atzilut is called ה”אהי  . From Bina of Atzilut there are 
drawn lights to all levels of Atzilut, Bria, Yetzera and Asiyah. From the decent 
of their Malchut of Bina in all these levels. Becouse of this ה”אהי  rules in the אויר 
. This name goes over the גבול (boundry) of the אויר (of the present level of creation) from 
Malchut decending from Bina to its place. It raises Chuchmah and Bina, or Chesed, 
Givurah, Teferet and Malchut in all aspects of the 10 sefirot, by raising Malchut 
to Bina in every aspect. There are 4     ים ר וי א in each world, in them are 3 names ה”אהי  
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. The ים ר וי א of Chesed, Givurah, Teferet and Malchut 
recieves these names. There rules all 3  ה”אהי  in “yichud” with the אויר. 
These 12 letters are the 12 letter name ruling the אויר. 
They cause decending Malchut of Bina to return fallen Chesed Givurah Teferet and 
Malchut to their place. Malchut of Bina makes a oppening so that they may rise 
up to their rightful place. Every level is doubled being the level itself and 
the upper Bina Teferet and Malchut that fell and dresses itself in Bria Yetzera 
and Asiyah. There are “memunim” (angelic supervisers) in all the ים ר וי א 
of the 4 “ruchot” of the world. It is their hands to open openings by the 
arrousing the name of 12 letters to work. So as to decend Malchut of Bina 
to its place. If the ה (malchut) is not in its proper place 
(behavior not a vessel for blessing), then blessings only spill over. As a cup 
side ways cannot hold water. The order of the 4    ים ר וי א from below to above is West-
Malchut, East-Teferet, North-Givurah and then south-Chesed. The “memunim” open י ו א 
ל”זבוליא after “rekia” to “rekia”. By this ר י ו א to ר  rises up “Tifilot” (prayers). He 
arrouses the name of 12 letters so as to decend Malchut of Bina to 
take the “Tefila” above. The makiff light of the parzufim grows and ascends 
level by level by Tefila. The penimi is always recieved through the makiff. In the ר י ו א 
of the East rules א”גזרי  this is the side of Teferet. There it meets with the ר י ו א 
of the north which is Bina where there is Bina, Teferet and Malchut of Givurah 
of Asiyah that fell there. In the north is the “Mumunah” פתחי“ה  
He arrouses the name of 12 letters so there decends Malchut of Bina to its 
place, and the   ר י ו א rises returning to the “rekia” of 
Givurah, taking with it the “tefila” to there. The “rekia” of Givurah meets with the     י ו א 
 of the south. This is the Rekia” of Bina, Teferet and Malchut of Chesed of ר
Asiyah that has fallen there. He arrouses the name of 12 letters 
so as to decend Malchut of Bina of Chesed of Asiyah to its place, and 
it returns and rises to the 6th “rekia” being Chesed of Asiyah. There it meets 
the 7th rekia of Asiyah (There is a rekia for each sefera in each world) 
that of Bina where there are the first 3 sefirot. They Take all that has 
fallen that has returned. Here it meets with the “rekia” of Malchut of Yetzera. 
Then the “memunah” Sande”l, Who is over all Asiyah arrouses the name of 12 
letters so there decends Malchut of Malchut of Yetzera and it take the Tefila up. 
It is like this in all 7 “Hachelot” (palaces) of Yetzera, Bria, and Atzilut.83 
When there spreads out the ר י ו א by way of the ר ע ש  (gate) then there will be the 
aspect of ה ו צ מ  ר נ (mitzvah lamp)84 In safer Shoshan Sodot we learn in 
tefila one must enter by the measure of 2 openings that are crowns of love 
and awe of Hashem. Then one intends their heart to the depth of contemplation 
level by level of the unfolding of the Divine light in the way of Teferet until the Ayn-
Sof. Tefila must be from contemplation of the depth of one’s 
heart having 2 faces. One face is in silence and is hidden, this includes working 
in the name in the upper world. The other face of tefila is with the 
voice that is revealed. Each Mitzvah is one limb of צורה עליון 
(supernal structure). By completion of the Whole Torah אדם עליון 
(supernal man) is then complete.85 In each mitzvah is yichud (unification) of Hashem.86 
Man is the secret of Teferet, a bait canesset is Malchut. Together they are 
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yichud י”יאהדונה  .87 Malchut is a garment to Teferet, as י"אדנ is a garment of 88.ה"יהו 
There needs to be the 4 letters of ה"יהו in Teferet and the 4 letters of י"אדנ 
is in Malchut so to make tikun in proper order. ה"יהו is only revealed by 89.י"אדנ 
There are 2 tikunim one of lights. By this is the spreading out of essence 
(of light) from the source above. The tikun of vessels is from the spreading 
out of the light. The yesod of vessels is the existence of all worlds. By the 
Yesod of vessels is benefit from the ziv of the Hashem.The light and vessel 
reveal existence from the time of the 6 days of creation until the end of time. 
They dress the kavana (intention) and will of Hashem, illuminating them with the light 
of the face of Hashem. Changing them all to become light of the face itself. 
But now the darkness covers the earth by much filth.The aor penimi (internal 
light) is נעלם (hidden) in them always, always giving 
nanahagah (Divine guidance) to the end desire of revealing all the Ziv and 
Zohar, that is the good hidden. Zohar only begins with light of tzimzum of 
light of Kav. Ayn Sof is hidden. The Kav is light and vessels. Vessels are 
from going up of the light, this light is changed to aor makiff (surrounding 
light). The Kav of light of Ayn Soff includes in it the source of all worlds 
and all Divine guidance until the end of Tikun (all is corrected). It binds 
and unites all, in secret of the hidden achdut (unity) of the future. The Kav 
of light of Ayn Soff is in complete fineness. So each recipient is eminated 
exactly what is appriate for them. From the vessel of the Kav is made all 
tzimzum that defines all limits and measurement to light so that there may 
be a world. The tikun of  vessels is from spreading out of the lights 
through Tzizum . By this is made Nakavah. These tikunim are made in all 
worlds. By the י of י”אדב  is  nullified and removed the filth. 
Then they rise to their source in Holiness making רשפי אש , flames of ה”י  
. This is the pleasantness of pleasantness and עונג of all עונג. 
Their refining and raising up is only through flow from above, called mochin of צלם 
(this is of the Nashama of the world of Bria) and below till עמוק רם 
(height of depth) by way of Yetzera, face to face with Bria. And face to 
face with Yetzera with Asiyah. By this is given flow from above, power enough 
to raise them up.90  
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                                                                   Chapter 4 
                                                         What the Bible Really is 
   In Tikunim it is taught that one who desecrates a “mitzvah” called “oat “(sign) 
such as shabot yomtov tfillin or meilah causes the serpent to dwell with the 
shechinah and nourish heaven forbid. Its further written that those who lack signs 
of purity having neither the head or arm Tefillen, torah, precepts, Shabot or 
Sitzet are Horrible for you. In this there is something disgusting.91 
A sadeek will not rest on the staff of the wicked, as a sadeek rules in 
his "ruach" conquering his "yetzer hora" turning his thoughts to good.92 
In the Zohar we are instructed to not look at the face of a wicked man 
because of the evil dwelling there. But when you look at words of Torah the 
ink in Hebrew "דיו" is the letters that spell out יוד (Yud) of the divine name ה”יהו  יוד .
is the intellect of the Torah. while the two “ה” are the 
two tablets of firmament, while the pen is the “ו” together they are ה”יהו . 
A “bait Canesset” is under constraint of time and space. This is not so of 
the supernal ark and the Torah. They operate in a timeless realm above physical 
laws. This is so as ink in Hebrew "דיו" is the letters that spell out יוד 
(Yud) of the divine name Yhv’h. As said יוד is the intellect of the Torah. And יוד 
being Chuchmah is above space and time.93 The "Safer Torah" is Z'a called 
the written Torah. It has in it only the "tagin" (crowns of letters) and 
letters.  The letters are the 288 sparks of the vessels that shattered. In 
creating the world Hashem joined letters and sparks together. By the shattering of the 
vessels sparks fell below. By holy speech one makes permutations of these letters and 
sparks, thereby making peace between them and raising up the “mym nukvin”.94 
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Rabbi Avraham Abulafia teaches that one should never speak a empty word. By 
being hurried one will accomplish nothing. Everything is according to the preperations 
done for what the man must do and his needs. One should know the cavana 
(intent) of each letter. The letters are physicality of all that is between us 
and the flow of Divine energy. The letters are vessels. Its formation is in 
your hands. And know the cavana in all of every word. There are many 
levels requiring preperation. The nature and completeness is in regularity of working 
cavanot (meditation on intentions involving the Divine). This makes great closeness. To 
recieve navua (prophesy). And Search out every letter and its source. Go in to 
work the sources. Till that he completes his goal. Know, there are 3 that raise 
up speech: the heart, the mouth and the book. These involve 3 things the written 
letters the spoken letters and the letters of thought. דבור (speech) comes from the נפש 
(animal soul) of the physical heart. From the cavana (intention) of 
comprehension of knowledge of the name. The source of all sources is the names. All 
is one the unique name. Which is the name of life. All these are Divine ideas in truth. 95 
Through the reading of the Torah  with the "tamim" (notes) and "nikudot" 
(vowels) which are drawn from חדש  ה"מ into the vessels. This purifies the vessels 
and the sparks. By this fixing there is drawn lights from the ear of A'k to 
the letters of the Torah. By this they are fixed,from their shattered state. ו"ה 
are the letters.96 Raise the letters that are fallen by 
the “tamim” (notes), “nikudot” (vowels), “tagin” (crowns) All letters have their 
source in the letter א, which is called sweetened.97 The Torah begins in ב as the letter א 
Atzilut. Which is above, which we have no permission to discuss. It is above 
the creation.98 Letters are offspring of Chuchmah in Bina. 
The tamim are flow from Keter. They are a branch of Keter. Nikudot are 
branches of Chuchmah, the letters branches of Bina. The letters do the work. The 
tamim surround on Nikudot, all the more so the letters. They cause them 
(letters,Nikudot) to rise up when the tamim rise up. This is becouse 
Chuchmah and Bina is enjoined in Keter, and Keter is upon surrounding all of 
them. All their works are according tho the flow of Keter, which is upon them. 
Whether for bad or good. Even Chuchmah works only according to Keter. It is 
possible that after there is flow from Keter to Chuchmah Bina will not need 
additional flow of Keter, but all nanhaga (Divine guidance) will be through Chuchmah 
which flows to Bina. There are 2 aspects of flow by Keter one is 
continual this is flow of nature. The 2nd flow increases and increased changes. 
These correspond to 2 aspects of the penimi טעמי (notes-tamim) of nigun or טעמי 
of passuk (the verse). טעמי (notes-tamim) of nigun increase 
flow. So changes are through the movement of the letters and minhag . The טעמי 
of passuk are continual, to it are no changes. Also its letters do not 
Change at all. As this only sustains existence. Its letters do not Change at all. המשכילים 
(wise ones) are the vowels and letters. They are in 
Chuchmah as the vowels are mamash in Chuchmah. And the letters from Chuchmah flow 
flow to Binna. So we say the letters are  “המשכילים who illuminate as Zohar in the 
rekia”, illuminating from the side of Keter. This is Zohar hidden and concieled. 
This is הניגונ טעמיד (the tune of Song). Markavot of Bina 
are the letters. For the letters are in Chuchmah cleaving and carved through Chuchmah 
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in Bina. The 22 letters are traced and engraved as in the secret explained in 
Safer Yerzira. They are traced in Bina through the 10 מאמורות (illuminaries-
sefirot) of Chuchmah becouse ש”אמ  are the first 3 sefirot, 7 doubles 
(letters with 2 sounds) are sefirot of din and rachamim, and the 12 diagonals 
(the other letters).99 The nature of the letters of the Torah 
is revealed by the fact that when the letters flew off the “luchot” (tablets) 
moshe was no longer able to hold them any longer as they were so heavy, so 
he had to let them drop and shatter. This was becouse after the letters had 
departed from the “luchot” they were with out “ruach” so grew heavy and fell.100 
In the “Safer Torah” itself there are no vowels allowing the Torah to have 
many meanings, as each generation has a unique “tikun”(fixing) of its own by 
exchanging the letters.101 Every ה “ ו ה י in the Torah is unique (different vowels), 
being 4 lights.102 The letters are vessels, מנצפ"ך is "mym nukvin". The vessel is 
greater than the "mym nukvin"103 The Torah has (53) ן “ ג “parsha”104 
. By learning Torah it is as if man labors in the palace of the King, 
as Malchut is the Torah. The higher book is the written Torah. It is 
supernal Chuchmah revealed in the place of Yesoi’t, where chuchmah is revealed below 
in Malchut. The lower book is the Oral Torah. It is the lower Markava being 
the 7 chambers of Bria upon which Malchut stands. These 7 chambers are its mouth.105 
Atera is the Oral Torah. The written Torah is Teferet. 
There is no comprehension of Teferet without Atera. So 
there is no comprehension of the written Torah with out the Oral Torah. It says 
in Devarim “moshe explained this Torah”. The book of Devarim is as a messanger 
of Moshe to explain every parsha. As the written and the Oral Torah are 
bound together as one.106 The Targum Yonaton (translation-commentary) to 
the Tanach its explanation of the Prophets is from the traditions he recieved from 
the prophets Chagi Malachi and Zacharia, but the commentary on the  Chumash is from 
Kodesh Elyon (Supernal Holiness) and not from Yochanon ben uzzial at all.107 
 By occupying in Torah one is occupied in the Shechinia.108 
In The Torah are 70 explanations in “loshon Hakodesh”, which is Yesod, which 
contains 70 sefirot of Z’a. Each of its 7 sefirot containing 10.109 
 70 are the 7 midot (7 lower sefirot) each includes 10. They nourish from 
Dat which is Teferet. The ruach of the heart is Bina.110 
Every thing is included in 70 tikunim. (fixings)111 There are 2 aspects to tikunim those 
that are revealed and those in the aspect of דיוקנין (likeness) that are concieled. One is in 
Atzilut and one in Bria.112 Rabbi Avraham Abulafia teaches that there 
does not arise Chuchmah except by putting together spiritual ideas as a body. All 
who are wise draw from Dat (knowledge), and are drawn after Dat so 
to be able to join things together as much as they are able to get 
instruction (from Dat). As the words they draw together are אמת אלוה 
(revelation of aspect of God truth of truth). All the words have on equal 
cavana (intent). Their purpose is unique in its intent, but the knowledge of all 
the words does come to be all included together. So that you will find merit 
in all the words. As they are all metaphors for bringing the truth to light 
so to give power to Dat.  In doesn’t become nullified before it is 
completed and revealed.  113 
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                                                                 Chapter 5 
                           Maintaining Divine energy flow and working Divine Names 
 
    The great tikun of man is humility. It sweetens all the midot of man. Without 
humility there is no relationship with “tikun”. One who is humble is a 
“Markava” to the Shechina. Then one is able to fulfill all Torah and mitzvot 
as is proper. Illuminating as is proper. This is illuded to in “all days your 
garments shall be white, and oil on your head will not lack”.114 Nothing nullifies the ם"ס 
more than Humility.115 The “Sar” (angel) over the people of Asev  is the ם"ס 
he is the “Yetzer Hora” and ן”שט . He was created to incite one to evil 
and to turn away one’s Dat from good, for this he was created. But in truth 
he does not desire the man to listen to his voice to do evil. As the 
angel is only obligated to do this work. If a man strengthens himself by 
fighting against his Yetzer Hora and conquers it, thereby is fullfilled the 
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purpose of his creation. This gives delight to this angel.116 
The purpose of creating man with a body in this world is to fix all the 
world. So their descended the Torah and the shechina to this world which is the 
most chitzon so to fix all the chitzon. For this is needed high avoda. All the 
Torah and mitzvot which a man does raise upon him a malvush in this world. 
By this he fixes in Atzilut also. As only from from this world can the whole 
tikun of Atzilut be made.117 All "Tikunim" is to stop "yonika" 
nourishment to the other side, and complaints against yisreal and the individual 
above that would inhibit "tikun".118 The “sitra achra” tries to overpower a 
man all day. If he does not merit to life. But Hashem flows to him power 
of the 6 corners which is the secret of ם “ י ה ל א , becouse ל“ א 
is the secret of the 6 corners. All day a man needs to make Tikun in the name ם “ י ה ל א 
. An important aspect of This is By the 100 blessings we make each day. 
These Blessing are the secret of the body (which is in the aspect ם “ י ה ל א 
). They draw from above the “rekia” (firmament) the first light called ן ו ש ר  ר ו א 
 . It is a spiritual thing that is separating the Nashama from the body 
and allowing the body to receive flow from the Nashama illuminating its body.119 
Man is ה”מ  his height is100, being the 100 blessings he makes.120 
Serve from the love of Hashem in your Teffila with all your heart and all 
your soul. Spill out your soul in teffila and cleave to him. This is all 
to your good love the “midah” called ה”מ . In it are hidden the 100 blessings. 
Walk in all yours way so to invite to receive flow of the way. These are 
then supernal days.121 By the100 blessings we make each day we 
are saved from the 98 curses (in parsh Ci Tavo), every illness and wound.122 
The 100 blessings are Light floating on בשר (flesh) with 2 צירי 
(Vowel of Binna). From this the Yesod of Imma descends to Zu”n. Then He is 
called ה”יהו ם”אלהי  .123 Those who walk in the ways of 
“avoda zara” (strange worship) the way of Hashem being strange to them. Then 
the way of Hashem will not rest in their hearts.124 Near the middle of the Torah is a 
verse with two of the letter “Nun” and both of them are  inverted, each 
of these “nun” is considered a book of the Torah making seven books. So the 
torah is called “Zion”. Out of “zion” will shine light of perfect beauty. It 
will shine in all worlds. With this light the whole world will join together 
in love and peace. Help in the future will be sent from Zion in the 
future to Yisrael. From Zion shall come salvation and blessing. Blessing of 
torah from Zion. The Zohar teaches that the torah has seventy faces, from 
the seven lower sefirot of ten aspects each.125 Its tought in the Zohar “The wise shall זהרו 
(shine) as (60) ס myriad “, ס is the Zohar in the likeness of the central pillar. Which is ספר 
. Zohar from Imma illuminates in the heart of רעיא מהימנא 
(the faithful shepherd) in 32 אלהים of creation. The central pillar has 4,3 ,7 to all 6.  כזוהר= 
 126. יזהרו
One needs to nourish from the ziv (ray) of the Shechinah from light of the face 
of the sadeek, it is Teferet that purifies, and recieves purity of the Kadosh 

Kadoshim. Supernal Holiness is the secret of nourishing from אור פנך 
(light of face of Hashem ), as this is bound as a flame in the coal of the Blessed Ayn-
Sof.127 The shechina cleaves in the body of the king, it is Teferet. It is there that 
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there is joining in union.128 Sadeekem illuminate in the light of the 
Shechinah. In the light of Teferet. They are included in Malchut. They cause Teferet 
to illuminate shinning its light in Malchut. Becouse they dress in the Shechinah the 
light of Teferet, the light of Teferet of she Shechinah also dresses in them.129 
In Beor Esser Sefirot its revealed that great is the power of Sadeekem they 
turn din to Rachamim. The wicked do the opposite.130 רצון 
(will) is drawn and cleaves with the sadeek. A חוט (cord) of chesed is drawn on their 
face. they rise up to heaven by glowing greater, as sadeekem are a marcava 
(chariot) of the shechinia. Becouse of this there is a Sadeek above who is a 
markava to the shechinah. It is He who is call sadeek yesod olam 
(righteous one foundation of the world)131 All Sadeekem are included in the name 
Yaakov, but there are different kinds of Sadeekem. Rachamim is Teferet and Yaakov. 
Yaakov himself is the כסא כבוד (thrown of glory) which is called   כסא = ממרא. 
Rabbi Nachman teaches that there is Lower sadeek in the aspect of Benyamin. He 
studies new insights in the Torah. And there is a upper Sadeek in the aspect 
of Yosef. He originates new Torah ideas. Real Sadeekem join lower in upper Chuchmah. 
This is the 2 "י" of      132. י " ה נ ו ד ה א י Chidushim (new ideas) of Torah are of 
2 aspects one explains a verse this is in Malchut. As the written Torah is 
Teferet and its explanation is Malchut. Chidushim not from the simple meanings 
of the Text of the Torah are from Chuchmah. We find both these aspects in 
the Zohar. Much of the Tikuney Zohar is of Chuchmah.133 
Each nashama reveals torah according to the source of its soul. The seventy faces 
of the Torah parallel the seventy children of Yaakov who entered Egypt. These souls 
express themselves as sixty myriad. Moshe included all these source souls so he 
knew all 600,000 explanations to the Torah.134 By sadeekem saying chidushim of Torah 
(new ideas) they draw from the source of their soul above. Rabbi Shimon's source 
is in Dat of Z'a. Eliyahu is from Malchut.135 There are 600,000 Nashamot from the 6 
corners of Teferet from Bina and Chuchmah. Man can chidush (reach wisdom) of 
Torah that is hidden above in the source of his Nashama. Man can chidush 
Torah that was not given permission to Moshe to reveal.136 
The Torah Moshe was given in "pardes" He taught to all Yisrael. All "chidushim" 
(new ideas) in the Torah are through the Nashama of Moshe that illuminates in 
each and every sadeek by Moshe's הוד קרני (horns of light) in each and every generation.137 
The goanim teach that these horns of Hod are called the source of Chuchmah. 
All make these pillars of light.138 Dat (knowledge) is where Moshe spreads out 
to the 600,000 root souls of Yisrael. One sees the Shechinia according to their 
dat. The humility of  Moshe attained all levels of dat , by attaining all 
levels of humility. By recognizing he was only flesh and unable to do “avodat 
Hashem” (service of Hashem) he came to be dependent on the “chayot” (angels of 
the ruach). This is how the merit of moshe is earned.139 
Dat was only given to Moshe. He is the markava to the central point in 
Yesod. This is the point where Dat is drawn. Dat is the central point to 
Teferet. The central point to Yesod. האות begins gathering Dat.140 
The Nashama of Moshe is a markava of Teferet to all the sefirot, as Teferet 
is the central point. It illuminates all 6 sefirot in the secret of Dat. In 
the generation of Moshe Yisrael recieved light from him, not the midst of 
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Teferet to Malchut.141 Moshe’s Hashgacha (providence) was that 
he knew and was continually occupied with the names of all the angels. Moshe was 
joined with mida (attribute) called צור which is Malchut.142 
When Hashem said "Let us make man" (Genesis 1:26) this was referring to the 
angels. As in his making he included them in Himself. So they are partners 
with Him. Enjoined with in him " בזה זה " (this in that). All tikunim (corrections-
fixings) are made like this. As it says a angel in midrash "A 
angel over a certain plant strikes its "mazel" to make it grow. There is 
a "mazel" to make or rise all things. The "mazel" referred to here 
are those "mazolot" (constellations) in the 2nd firmiment. Concerning man's fortune 
being ruled and engraved by "mazolot" in the firmiment of heaven. We also say 
"there is no mazel to Yisrael". We mean that there is no mazel that can 
with him as he is constantly under Divine providence of Hashem. He can always 
change his mazel for the good. Angels share in the merit of Torah and Mitzvot 
of sadeekem in this world who are with him at their level. But The Nashama of 
the Sadeek is Panimi while that of the angel is chitzon.With big avoda is more 
angels in each world as they have big war with the sitra achra and all its 
forces. They always want to destroy the world and do evil and destruction to 
Yisrael. So against these stands the Sarafim and many Holy angels to push away and 
nullify these evil ones. Its always a big war. They strenthen and surround the 
good acts of Yisrael, and they arouse above light of Hashem. They draw זוהר אור 
and with it burn all tuma and evil. By tikunim (fixings) of learning Torah 
and doing Mitzvot there is always spreading out of the light from above to below. 
This light drawn down is according to the need for light and Mochin (concessness-
brain) below. By this is raised all parzufim and all tikunim. Tikunim are 
only made by light drawn from above. Tikunimim are completing chitzon worlds. In 
the future tikunim will be drawn. Tikunim are drawn (worked) from  penimi to 
chitzon. The main thing of all tikunim is of the Nefesh, Ruach Nashama, their 
parzufim are the penimi of the worlds. The Body and the vessels dont have 
aliyah now at all. In the future all tikunim will be made in them. Now the 
chitzon (most physical changes) is made first. Later the Penimi will be made 
first (spiritual powers). This is the peel before the fruit. By this (order of) 
tikun there can be sweetened the givurot. The peel guards the fruit. All refinements 
till mashiach rising up and tikunim rising Atzilut to Yetzera to Bria to Atzilut 
are renewed in חיים מלך פניך אור.  Light of tikun descends to renew zivug 
of mochin penimi.143 
       Rabbi Yisrael Rozin teaches that one who serves 
Hashem and learns Torah by their own power will not have the help of Hashem. 
In truth these things are ruled by the power of "Kidusha"  and when 
accomplished properly they are not doing the work at all, but Hashem does.144 
 The works done by men alone, when these are finished (eventually) become nullified. 
While the works done with Hashem, have no end. Thought they change their form. 
Becouse of evil works of men of filth their works are nullified as in a ן”עש  
(Olam/Shana/Nefesh-furnace). The works made 
with Hashem are always building (growning) 
accomplishing in this world according to the actions of man. Till in the end will 
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be Hashem’s desired ultimate result. All works of Hashem, these vessels, they will 
merit to be turned to lights.145 Hashem walks before him giving him Dat 
and intellectual powers, He walks before him. Hashem sanctifies him at all times 
more and more by him subduing himself and his humility. In truth he is 
nullified to Hashem, he becoming טפל (himself being secondary).146 
Moshe did not tremble when he heard the sound of a angel or the Supernal King.147 
Moshe went up to the “rekia” and learned Torah from the angel Matto”t every 
day near sunset for 40 days. During that time Moshe spent 1000 years learning 
the secret ot Matto”t . Matto”t showed him things of the depth ם ו ה ת 
which he could not understand, such as how many letters are between א and 148.? מ 
David said “My heart is empty in my midst”. This is so to receive Matto”t. The ט”מ  
(49) gates of purity.149 The 49 gates of Binna are 49 faces of purity from Matto"t it is the 
vowel "cholem". Moshe is Teferet as it says "a crown of Teferet on his 
head". All light of Torah is revealed from Binna dressing in Teferet. This is 
the secret of  Z'a and Moshe. The 50 gates illude to the 2 "Yichudim" 
of the "sma". At the 50th gate vessels turn to light, becouse of a 
lack of malchut of malchut of vessels and a lack of Ketter of ketter of 
lights.The 50th gate reveals complete tikun. The first ה of ה " ו ה י 
has 50 gates Bina.  Zohar only begins with light of tzimzum of light 
of Kav. Ayn Sof is hidden. The Kav is light and vessels. Vessels are from 
going up of the light, this light is changed to aor makiff (surrounding light). 
Matto"t in "Malachim" is the aspect of Moshe among "Nashamot".150 משה 
Moshe is  rosh hateva (abreviation) matto"t (he is a angel) sar(angelic 
superviser) hapanim (of the face).151 Before there was created the world all 
the “ruchot”of Sadeekem were hidden in the "Nashamot" of sadeekem.152 
All leaders of every generation were present before Hashem in their forms before He 
created the world. All Nashamot were  before Hashem in heaven with the same 
form they would have in this world. All the Torah that these souls learn in 
this world they already knew before entering it. This is all true concerning the 
righteous. All who are not so, those who distance themselves from Hashem. Before 
they decend to this world they decend into the “thum Raba” (the great abyss). 
They are stiff necked before entering this world. They throw away the קדשא  חולקה 
(Holy garment of the upper world) Hashem gave them, and wander in Nakavah 
of Thum Raba. Then they decend to this world. By Teshuva they may take their 
Holy garment back.153 125,000 levels of Nashamot of Sadeekem 
Hashem had chosen before creation. They are sent into this world in every generation, 
and are bound to the “bundle of life” (source of Nashamot).154 
There was a earlier Torah existing 2000 years before creation this was hidden with 
the original light of the first day. This is the Torah of “Y’H”, but 
our Torah is only the Torah of “V’H”. From Chuchmah is Torah the preceded the 
creation of the world. The Torah starts from chesed as from here the world was 
created. Originally the world was created in judgment, these were the worlds that were 
created and destroyed. Yet this strict guiding power still interacts in this world 
with sadeekem. With those who possess the soul level of “Chyah and yachidah”. 
These are people who have access to the ancient Torah, which is superior to the 
Torah that has been revealed. These people Hashem had in mind before he created 
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the World.155 Before the sin of Adam Asiyah recieved 
from Malchut of Atzilut. In Gan Aden the Torah given Adam was without a 
garment. Only after he sinned was the Torah dressed in a garments of creation. 
These are garments of Matto"t. These are forbidden and permited, pure and tami, 
good and evil, secular and Kodesh. But Torah of Atzilut is all Kodesh. Hashem 
occupies in it, all of it reveals light of Ayn sof. The avoda of angels is 
in aor chitzon of Malchut. This is the "first Torah", without a garment as 
they existed before the sin. This is revelation of Aor Ayn Sof. By occupying 
in Torah is all nanhaga in the world. It is forever from the Torah of Hashem. 
This is the Torah Hashem gave to Adam. Adam was in the level of the aspect 
of the soul called "Chayah" so he could recieve the light of Hashem itself. 
After the sin Adam could not directly recieve the light of Malchut  except 
through a garment of "Messachim". Man's Nefesh can receive Chayah and yachida but 
only through garments of Nashama and Ruach. So to the Nanhaga of Asiyah could not 
receive the light of Hashem for all its actions and works, except by dressing in 
the angels and Ofanim and by this was made flow of Nashama in a body. flow 
can only come by dressing through the צבא מרום  of the world of Bria. There are 
generally 4 worlds. The world of Asiyah is in the aspect of גבול 
(limit). The word of Bria is different it has aspects of גבול (limit) and without גבול 
(limit) in its “Yesod” Foundational source) as its existence is without גבול 
(limit), being from the Keter of Bria, which is Malchut of Atzilut. This 
is the man who sits on the כסא as spoken of in Ezekial and Danial. 
Concerning this Isiah said “I saw אדבי sitting on the         כסא   ונשא רם 
 . The Yesod of Bria from Malcut of Atzilut is גמור אלהות 
(completely Holy). Every world is not the same, each has its own particular 
qualities. Every world is Yesod to that which is below it. The world of Yetzera 
is the world of the תיכון (bar). From there is drawn everything 
into this world. From it is drawn the Gadlut of everything. The world of 
Bria is the Yesod of above. From here is all drawn below.156 
All the worlds that were before Adam was created are greater than the world 
we now live in. As then Zu”n was in Atzilut in the place of  Abba 
and Imma. Bria was in the place of Z”a (of Atzilut). Todays Yetzera was in 
Nakavah (Atzilut). The 6 upper sefirot of what was then Bria was then as Asiyah 
is today. Below these were 14 sefirot being the 4 lower sefirot of what was 
then Bria and 10 sefirot of what was then Yetzera. The 4 lower sefirot of 
Yetzera with the 10 sefirot of Asiyah together are י”ד  of Asiyah. They are the  פנוי חלל 
to klippot. As י”שד  said to the world י”ד . On the 5th hour of erev shabot the 
worlds rose up more bringing Z’a to the place of Arich (of Atzilut), and 
Nakavah to the place of Abba. The world of Bria rose into Imma of Atzilut. 
Yetzera rose up to the place of Z”a (of Atzilut) and Asiyah rose to Nakavah 
(of Atzilut) and 6 upper sefirot of Bria. In the beginning after the moon 
complained there went away the light of the upper 9 sefirot of Rachel (of 
Atzilut). These returned into Z’a. To Rachel then was left only 1 point 
including 10. From this point was made Atik of Bria. Atzmot (essence) and vessels 
of parzufim of Atzilut bounce off the mesach and by this is revealed the head 
of Arich of Bria. By this striking of the mesach is the existence of every 
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Nefesh of Bria. Sparks from the chitzon of the 10 sefirot of Imma of Atzilut 
is the Ruach and Nefesh of Bria. The Nashama is from 10 sefirot Penimi of 
Imma of Atzilut. Below the Mesach (Atzilut) the first 3 sefirot are not revealed. 
So Arich , Abba, Imma and Tevuna are not complete Parzufim157 158 
The world is created by din (judgment-contraction) and is sustained in Chesed.159 
 There is no ראשית (beginning) except Torah. ראשית 
is the Nashama. Hashem watched the world for 2000 years then destroyed it. The 
first 1000 was Chesed. A time of Chassidim. Then 1000 years of Givurah. 
This was a generation of giborim (strong men). The 3000th year began a 
time of men of truth . The 4000th year a time of Netzauch, The 5000th 
Hod. The 6000th year begins the time of the Sadeek Yesod Olam, if not but 
a time of wickedness the world will return to tohu (chaos). It will be 
all good, all bad. If one merits to the good their will be nourished their 
good inclination by chesed, givurah, truth, prophets and from the Sadeek Yesod Olam 
 (sadeek who is the foundation of the world). But if one at this time is 
found to be evil they will have the opposite recieving from the evil side. 
Hashem shall judge in their evil midot (traits). Hashem shall rule over the 
dwelling of the wicked and the righteous.160 
   Actually there a 3 Torah each lasting 2000 years. There is Torah הקדמ  
(The ancient Torah), the written Torah and the Oral Torah. Torah is written 
with black fire on white fire. Black and red fire are the oral Torah, they 
are in the attribute of din (judgment). White fire is the written Torah. Which 
is Teferet. Both are called fire. Light of the written Torah is viewed through 
the oral Torah, and they are in complete unity. The ancient Torah of black 
fire on white fire has traced in it 32 paths of chuchmah.161 
In Beor Esser sefirot its written that at Sinia before the sin of the golden 
calf Yisrael saw 7 מחיצות (divisions) of fire, but not after 
arrousing Hashem’s anger. Hashem eminates fire. To Hashem is Green fire, black fire, 
white fire and red fire.162 In Zohar on the song of songs we 
learn that all was built in 32 alp batot  (alphabets), until Yisrael stood 
at Sinai. Then there were gathered the letters into 32 paths of Chuchmah of 
the left. All traced in 12 borders and 12 tribes. Except 2 letters rose up and went away.163 
The Shoshan Sodot tells us happy is the portion of those who merit to perfect 
Torah, and to the כבוד (glory) of hidden Chuchmah penimi. It 
is the way of the ancients which is לפניו (Before Hashem). Blessed is he who 
merits to see the beauty of the light of the face of Hashem in the time of old Age.164 כבוד 
is from the side of Chuchmah.165 Now Torah is from Z’a, but with 
complete self sacrifice one can taste the Torah of the future. This is the Torah 
of “atik” or “aor ganuz” (hidden light). This is aquired by one who 
never prays for his personal benefit, it is as if he is not part of this world.166 
So don’t do the Mitzvot  for your own personal benefit.167 
Every sadeek needs to pray for healing of sick people, barren women and every 
man's individual lack. At times becouse of the individuals sins the sadeek's prayer can 
be God forbid be prevented from helping the person. Then he needs to pray with 
all his thought for only the Glory of Hashem, raising and exulting Hashem's glory. 
Then the complaining mouth will be closed. Then there will be to you תענוג 
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(delight) and flow, as the cow wants to give more then the calf wants to suck.168 
The Ner Yisrael tells us the Torah contains 22,000 letters, if we spell out 
each letter we get 600,00 letters. These correspond to the 600,000 souls that 
received the Torah at Sinai, each letter raises the yolk of heaven. At the 
beginning of the Tikuney Zohar we learn that the notes of the song of the 
Torah are “Nashamot”, they are the lights of the intellectual soul. Song itself 
can kill the wicked, as did the Song of Devorah in the book of Judges. 
Concerning the secret of this song we learn that the oral Torah inherits the 
written Torah becoming its Yesod called רשת illumimating below to above so its 
result is תשרי which is the secret of the Holy name in the aspect of Malchut. It has sealed 
in it י of the Holy name. Upon the alter was also a name of Malchut הרשת 
(the net) it being sealed in ה of the Divine name, and Devorah the song Devorah sang is 
written as ותשר sealed in ו of the Divine name. This is Yesod of the Divine Name. 169 
Safer Shoshan Sodot Teaches שירה (song) is oral Torah, it is זאת 
Shechinah. The song of Moshe was feminine שירה , as a female gives birth. He 
wanted to raise below to above, to cleave in the king. All other Naviam sang שיר 
masculine song, they cleave in Nakavah. David sang שירה 
 towards the end of his days. After he had rose level by level in Teferet. 
Rising from below to above. Every day angels are created from the nahar dinar 

they say  שירה and then cease to exist. They have their power renewed every day only so 
that they can sing. Vowels are “Ruchot” lights of the emotional soul. Rabbi Nachman 
of Bresslov teaches that the vowels are Yearnings. They are drawn to the letters 
by desire. All forces within us that seem to be try to prevent us from 
spiritual accomplishments are actually potenial forces to be expressed in the vowel 
points. There are 9 vowel points cooresponding to 9 "rekia". These also 
correspond to the problems that hinder us.170 While the letters themselves are “nefashot” 
lights of the animal soul.171 From the desire of the ruach, its 
yearning to be associated with lights that are above the Chyot ha Kodesh. It 
can rise up in song by legs as those of deer. Legs are Netzauch and 
hod (quality and quantity of song from above).172 The main “tikun” (fixing) of Atzilut is 
through the notes-nikudim-crowns-letters. These correspond to the  names ס - ה “ מ - ן “ ב 
 The nature of the supernal light is to rise up to its source.174 173 . ב “ ע - ג “
The note Zirka kills “klipot”(forces of evil), it lengthens the pronunciation of a word175. 
It rises Malchut to Bina making Keter to Z’a. The body of Bina is Bina 
itself, NH’Y of bina is the flow of bina,Teferet is the essence of bina it 
makes ketter to z’a.176 When there is completed the image of 
man, there is completed the upper Markava of Bina.177 By Teferet one merits to look at the 
upper Shechinah which is Bina.178 This is the aspect called “Pelah” 
(wonder). All aspects of Z’a, which brings forth the emotional soul are united from 
teferet of Bina. As the unification that is drawing the aspect of ketter is 
through Teferet specifically.179 Canesset Yisrael (community of Yisrael) is 
called Teferet that is כבוד (glory), this  כבוד is from Bina.180 
Concerning the Teferet of invocation of Divine names the Ramcha'l teaches that in 
order to work a name a man must remember the name of the illuminary to 
arrouse its light, and its angel from it who goes over to do its work. 
The work is the ruling of Hashem and the name causes its arrousel. The light 
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of all your learning shines in your “tikunim” filling all the Divine names.181 182. רצון=שמו 
The Shechinah above is called אור ראשון (first light) it is eminated from Chuchmah. 
It surrounds all as we say כבודו הארץ כל מלא (He fills all the world with his glory).183 
The עבודה (work-service) of Divine names is Chuchmah of Elokim.184 
Love of Yisrael is a segulah (miraculous power) itself to draw into the 
letters and permutations of Holy names to illuminate and flow by way of avoda 
(divine service). Hashem created the world in His Name, and rules it in His Names.185 
The main body of Atzilut is the names themselves, it is revealed in them. These 
names are what supports By”a.186 Know the Name from permeating it in all 
22 letters as in Safer Yetzera of Avraham Avinu, if you don’t error with 
letters or nikudot. The prophet Jeremiyah worked Safer Yetzera alone. He was told 
(by Hashem) to find a friend to learn Safer Yetzera with so that they could 
permeate the alp-bet together, thus fulfilling as its written “ speaking in the fear of ה”יהו  
a man to his friend. So they could acomplish anything.187 ה”יהו  
gives Nashamot (souls) to the letters. Forever the Nashama of the 
letters is the Name. The letters of ה”יהו  are the Nashama of man.188 
The Name of the blessing of the Cohaniam has 12 letters, was swallowed by 
the Cohaniam.189 If we want to be successful in doing works with Holy names one must be 
careful with the physical Mitzvot as Teffilin, Sitzet, Succah and lulav.190 
The name doesn’t work and it is not possibly truth, but only as the speech 
of men. If it is used in relation to works for only oneself ‘s desires, 
or as common place. Calling in the name without sincerity is a transgression. One’s 
lips enable the name. It is a wounderous thing that the body is a 
spirituality of great hiddeness, greater than that which is revealed. Call in the 
name in great delight. By recognizing the secret of the arrangement of the Divine 
name there is delight from the ziv (ray) of the Shechinah, and endearment. 
According to your thoughts will be made Divine rulings. From a lacking of Chuchmah 
is a lacking of tiva (burning desire), becouse of such one’s work is 
not completed. But from Chuchmah that is as navua (a aspect of prophesy) the 
Divine names will guide you. . By cleaving with strong desire you will inherit 
2 worlds and find נפלאות (wonders).191 דחיי òðåâ (joy 
of life) is life from chuchmah and òðåâ (joy) from Keter through Olam Haba called 
Bina that flows to Yesod. òðåâ is supernal טל (dew) it is Aparsimon in the secret 
of Bina in the secret of Keter. טל descends from Teferet to Malchut. טל is ד”יו א”ה  ו”וא  . 192 
The upper Shechinah are the 13 rivers of Aparsimon.193 
Rabbi Avraham Abulafia in Aor haSachel teaches that the חושק 
(desire) that is given in the heart of desire is a witness to the the love of א”הו  
. If from between 2 loves she (the soul) has within one being the 
intellect from partnership with hashem, and the intellect of man. They are one as 
the Name is one. Becouse of the חבור (union) in the existence of the nature 
of man with the existence of אלהו (his God) in time he has 
comprehension in intellect. In this power man is able to connect below and cleave 
in the עליון (supernal) and bring it down. The thing he raises up calling out recieves 
a kiss. As the groom kisses the bride in much great desire. And He is 
delighted both by the desire and the power of the name.194 
All Holiness of “Kadosh Kadoshim” is from “mazel”. Everything derives from Mazel. 
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The letters ה”יהו  come out of Atik from the beard and connect to this Mazel. It supports 
other letters in Z’a.195  In Yesod sometimes י is exchanged with מ 
and called “mazel”. There Hashem flows all kinds of good and “chasadim”.196 
All levels of “mochin” (brain-conciousness) depend on the flow of “mazel” which 
is callled “kadosh Kadoshim”.197   You need to arrouse the world of thought that is זחרון 
 198 Rabbi Avraham Abulafia in Safer cheshek.(brain of memory) מוח
teaches that there is no doubt that when one returns to intellect and cleaves 
in life force according to the force of olam haba, which will be according to 
his comprehension. By this Hashem shall arrouse  you upon the form of ה ר י כ ז 
(memory) and on Chuchmah till that you lack no power, G-d willing. Every time 
you want to remember  ה”יהו  with all its vowels or  Holy Names, the 12 letter 
name from 3 names of 4 letters or 3 ה”יהו  or its 12 permutations.199 
You must know the secret of creation from the side of the name ב”מ , 
name of 22 letters and 10 nikudot.200 By ה ר י כ ז 
(evoking memory of Divine names) within Z’a is “mazel”. There goes out flow 
from Eden to water the garden. This brings redemption to Nakavah. ֹ ה “ ו ה י 
includes all it is the Bait din between Z’a and Nakavah.201  
  The Ramak teaches That Atzilut is unity. There is no seperation there, becouse it is 
very fine. Until the end of atzilut Hashem is in essential yichud very much. 
They are completely Divinity every parzuf is in yichud of light and vessel. The 
first 3 sefirot of Atzilut did not shatter. Atzilut is called face. The 
Supernal sources there are called ה ר כ ז (memory) which is masculine, and פקדה 
(redemption) which is Feminine. Flow of these is by “yichud’  in them. 
Blemish interferes with the flow. Bria Yetzera and Asiyah are completely different 
fom Atzilut. As all in these worlds is not אלהות. Light is drawn below according to the 
needs from the Ayn Sof, but through a parsa from afar. From above till 
Atzilut light spreads out world to world till Atzilut without separation. Separation and 
distance between worlds begins when the light descends from Atzilut to Bria. All 
hvyh are levels of a ladder evoking the angel of Yezerah. The “ofan” of Asiyah 
and the “Sarif” of bria. Rabbi Argosi teaches that we are the people of 
Hashem, and He has given us the ability to rise from intellect cleaving in the 
fineness of the angel of Yetzera. There decends the Angel of Yetzera to this 
world. There is a small moment of sight as with the angels of Avraham, Hagar, 
Bilam, Minoach, Gidoen, Alisha. The Nashama decends from Bria to this world to its 
body according to its existence at the time according to the day and the 
moment, and accordingly they are redeemed. Also the "golam" (shapeless body) of 
the Angel dresses to a body according to the fullness of the time. If there 
is not "tuma" of the Yetzer Hora they are seen from this height, this 
place all night. Spiritual Vision does not originate from within the brain. The brain 
is only a stop along the way for a light that starts out on a much higher 
spiritual, the level of “Moach Stima”, the “Closed Brain”, so-called because its 
light is hidden, is the level of the  Binah of Arich Anpin. However, the 

root of the seeing is in the Moach Stima from the level of the name ב”ע  itself. Which 
is from even higher up in the Kruma d’Avira of Arich. Which is the Ohr 
HaGanuz, from which one can see from one end of the world until the other 
end of the world. From Yetzera, the world of angels we can rise to the   א ס כ 
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(thrown), which is the world of Bria. We rise up the Angel of Yetzera to 
the the man on the א ס כ . We rise then from the א ס כ to the world of the sefirot ,which is 
Atzilut. Then he is upon the   א ס כ, as the    א ס כ is upon the angel. The sefirot are 10 
levels this one above that. All of them dress upon Adam Kadmon. Keter of A”k is א ס כ 
To the Ayn-Soff. The  א ס כ of Malchut is א ס כ to Teferet. The א ס כ 
of Rachamim is Teferet upon it is the א ס כ of Bina. It is the א ס כ to the 32  פליאות 
(paths) of Chuchmah. We can rise to All sight is according to the ר ש ק 
(connection) to his body. As thus is the arousal. .Which 
changes according to the Nashama upon its body, and bond with it. After the holy 
names one can be permitted to, from his body, to all, and all is according to the 202. ר ש ק 
The Soshon Sodot says that becouse you are pure in your body there does not 
rule the yetzer hora in you. If you are a master of your Nefesh you 
will be able to unfold (light) from above to below. There will decend and 
arise the supernal angels, and Hashem will show you wonders from his Torah.203 
Names of men show concerning there eternal qualities. It also shows concerning one’s 
magidim (angelic teachers). From names it possible to determine the number of ones 
gilgulim. By arousal there is raised mym nukvin  and there descends mym 

duchrin and accordingly is their magid . This is according to their markava to 
Yesod which is ברית אות (sign of the Covenant), which is the 
work of the hand’s of Hashem. It was like this Rebbe Shimon saw Rav Hamnuna.204 
It is proper for one to sanctify their body, all their limbs. All thoughts, words 
all they do. One must have zeal so to achieve טהרה, as this will bring קדושה 
(holiness) which will bring prophesy and this brings Eliyahu.205 
Eliyahu is Pinchas as both were jealous for Hashem.206 There is a צלם 
(image) of Nashama and a צלם (image) of the Body.207 Don't show more כבוד 
to your body then you show to the mitzvot.208 For this reason a man must work hard 
to correct his body, so that his vessel will be pure and proper to receive his 
Nefesh Ruach and Nashama. The main part of the Nefesh, Ruach and Nashama is 
enjoined in tikun of of the גוף (body). Tikun of man is from his heart. 
It is the source of all his limbs and they are dependent upon it. As all 
actions begin as thoughts of the heart. All the other limbs fallow after the 
heart. According to this there is drawn upon his whole body light of the Shechinah.209 
The Nefesh sustains the body. Mitzvot arouse the Ruach. This is arousal in 
Torah itself. This is to guide the world. If the Nefesh merits to 
Mitzvot and the Ruach to Torah then great gadlut descends from above.210 
 Bina goes out to light from the intent that is formed in the heart, its 
supernal thought. Just like the tongue brings to light what has been formed in 
the heart of the thoughts of the Nashama. So Bina brings out Supernal 
thoughts that are formed in one’s heart.211  Powers speak in the heart. You can 
see the power of your heart, becouse the Shechinah dwells in its midst. It’s 
power is upon it.212 There is no avoda to Hashem but avoda of the heart. This is Tefila. It 
rises and unites the Shechinah with its beloved. Turn your ear to the דבר 
(word) of Hashem, so to arrouse his will, which is Malchut. Then one will 
merit to vision of נועם (pleasantness) of his Nefesh.213 In the Tefilot of the Ramcha”l its 
tought that from all the Divine names is מנוחה by 2 “ו” that 
are in the 2 chambers of the heart. “ו” enters and opens 2 “ד” , this is דוד 
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(mashiach ben David). By this the gates are opened and all the “tefilot” may 
enter to be favorably recieved in Divine will.214 Bina is 310 worlds divided from the 
names KM’G -KN’A -KS’A, these 310 worlds are part of the world to come. 
The Ramcha”l also teaches that no one knows the “seder” of “tikunim” needed 
to fix all. We don’t have the  “dat”,comprehension or purity. Because of 
this we must rely on the “yichud” of Hashem himself. From “yichud” of 
Hashem there is complete Revelation.All the worlds are created in levels of holiness 
for all things to be guided by them. “Tefilla” is complete “tikun” by your 
“yichud” (unity of Hashem). “yichud” of Hashem rises every thing in ה “ ו ה י 
. Even if some names are of the right side others are of the left they 
all go to one place. ם”אלהי   made man “yoshar” with the Shechinah 
upon his head. This is the crown on the head of the Sadeek. When he is 
“yoshar” he rises on all levels with the atz chyeem from ה”י . By this is arroused צלם עליון 
(supernal image) of ה “ ו ה י . A sadeek is the place of ד ח א 
(oneness). With him is 13 covanants.(all the powers of rachamim (divine mercy) 215 
atz chyeem is as Teferet. Teferet is called atz chyeem. This is becouse of 
rachamim (that is included with Teferet), and chyeem (life force) is drawn to 
it from above. Malchut spreads out from atz chyeem and includes it in itself 
so is called ארץ חיים (land of the living). So Teferet illuminates the ארץ 
(earth) for Malchut.216 Aspecloria meira (the illuminating lens) is Netzauch, it is אור צח 
(brilliant light). The Shechinah is Holy Malchut from the side of Hod called  
Aspecloria lo meira (the non illuminating lens). These are ruach of male and 
female aspects. The sun is  Aspecloria meira (the illuminating lens). Aspecloria lo 
meira (the non illuminating lens) is the moon.The sadeek joins the middle pillar 
and the Shechinah by Torah Naviam Cituvim (Torah, writing and prophets). He 
joins together all heaven earth, all levels right and left. No yichud is close 
to Hashem as the sadeek. Its like a tree having many branches attached to 
it, the sadeek is in its roots. He binds all together throught his tikunim 
(fixings). He is the middle pillar that unites Aba and Imma by His 
sitting and standing prayer. His Amida (standing prayer of 18 blessings) is 
included with sadeek yesod olam (sadeek foundation of the world). His Morning prayer 
is the right piller, afternoon prayer left piller, evening prayer is the middle piller. 
There is a man of Asiyah, man of Yetzera and a man of Bria established by Teferet. צלם 
is in 2 likeness as ו”ו  . This is man of the middle piller. 
The Shechinah is the upper man Chuchmah. The lower Shechinah is man of the 
middle piller. The middle pillar is the image of Keter this is the man of 
Bria. The man of Yetzera is of Chuchmah as it says “ Hashem gave Chuchmah to 
Slomo”. This is Sadeek Brit Shalom.217  Earth and Heaven are a partnership of 
Asiyah and Yetzera.218 ו”וא  is the sadeek yesod olam he goes in to קדש 
(to make Holy) the community of Yisrael. The letter ו”וא  
sanctifies in his actions in complete rachamim  (mercy).219 Bina is אשר 
who made man in צלם (supernal image) of 220.ה"מ The angel of death cant rule in לוז 
it is הצבובעין, Techalet is לוז. Sancharev went there but did not destroy. 
Nebacanezer also could not distroy there. No one has permission to enter לוז 
but elders. When those who live there know that their time has come to die 
they go outside the wall and die. When one reaches the gate of לוז they find there ה"מ. 
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It is there to gather nashamot of sadeekem who are outside the walls of לוז 
becouse they don’t know ה"מ completely. Becouse of ה"מ 
they do not have permission to enter. It is a ruling of ת”אלהי  
that one needs to establish a heart that is complete.221 ה"מ rules all atzilut.222 
If a man gives his heart and dat to the fear of Hashem, behold the letters of ה “ ו ה י 
 cleave in his heart. One who merits this has no lack. But if his heart 
lacks fear of Hashem, the letters of ה “ ו ה י are far from him. This is the greatest 
possible lack. This is what it means "Make Me a migdosh (temple), and 
I will dwell in them". One sanctifies their heart so as to have dwell in it 223.ה “ ו ה י 
The light of the Shechinah שוכן in By”a by Yisrael as it says “dwell in them”.224 
All the power Hashem gives to man by his Dat, his power of speech and 
intellect, this is Hashem's place in the world.225 If the ruach doesn’t have the mida 

of  “chasidut”, then there is also lacking to the Nashama.226 
Fear embraces humility and humility embraces “chasidut” (piety). So by fear of sin 
one gets all these qualities.227 Fear nourishes from Bina the green kav (pillar) who is מלך 
 king of the world.228 By fear one makes a markava to Malchut.229) העולם
Now is a time that the lights are “closed”. During “galut” (exile) revelation 
of the Shechina from “yichud” guards and dresses the Shechina in אש 
(fire). "Hashem is a consuming fire". One needs words of Torah that are like 
fire. As words of Torah are as fire that consumes all filth. The “Yetzer Hora” 
is also fire, but the Torah is the fire that consumes fire.230 The sitra achra can’t stand up to 
consuming fire, it becomes silenced and nullified to He Who formed them as a 
spark on the coal.231 “ ה”יהו  spoke to you face to face out of 
the midst of fire” which was sent forth by wind and water. The fire, wind 
and water all came from the shofar. It contained them all.232 
Fire is Binna.  The Torah is spice against the “Yetzer Hora” (evil inclination). 
Through being occupied in Torah, which is called Bina. Bina is the source of 
Givurot. “Dinim” (judgments) are only sweetened in their source being in the 
Torah. This is by including the left in the right, making טוב 
(good). This is as Avraham’s sacrifice at “batara”. Which is the future slaughtering 
of the “Yetzer Hora”. Separating it from us. By cleaving oneself in the light of 
the Eyn Sof that flows from the letters of the Torah. There goes in judgments 
to their source. They are corrected in their source in the Torah.233 
Malchut of Atzilut is called fire. Fire is Atzilut. But since we are in “galut” 
this fire does not have to power fo burn up the “sitra achra” (other side). 
It is only strong enough to guard “kidusha” (holiness). It is in Rachamim 
that we are able to stand in this fire of Holiness. In the future it will 
be this fire which will destroy the wicked, and it is this fire that will 
build the 3rd Temple. This fire is the כבוד of the Shechina, by it we are sustained. It is א י 
 י “ ה נ ו ד ה א י  .When this light stands on ones head all lights shine on it . י “ ה נ ו ד ה
makes all ד ח א . The “ ו “ in the middle is the hand of Hashem, which is between 2 “ י 
“ . By “yichud” the Shechina rises to the Ayn Soff and decends to 234. את Towards  את 
one should show themselves as satisfied and Cheeful.235 את 
is union of the first and last letters the union of all things.236 
The Shechinah is also called זה and זאת as the Zohar teaches זאת 
punishes you if you defile your soul as your Nashama comes from her, so She is 
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with her for good or evil.237 זאת is the annointing oil of the Shechinah.238 
Even the lights that were closed illuminate through “yichud” of Hashem. This is our 
only hope for Redemption.We can arrouse this “yichud” by unity of the 10 lights 
from the 10 fingers of our 2 hands. By this is arroused Divine רצון 
(will) . When the Shechinah cleaves in Supernal will, there is then made צוןר  עת 
(favorable will). This is a time of Chesed and ת מ א (truth). The kind of ת מ א 
that delivers from Amalak.239 עת רצון is becouse of yichud with Teferet. This is אני תפלתי 
(I am prayer). Becouse Teferet flows from רצון (will) and is united in Malchut. בזאת 
went in Ahron. This is Teferet united in Malchut.240 Then each of the supernal lights don’t 
need to be arroused.This raises all tikunim into seder, ruling on all “tikunim. By 
this will be fulfilled all the “tikunim”, and evil will be turned to good. Power 
of your “yichudim” strengthens the heart of Mashiach. From the side of “yichudim” 
the house of Hashem will be built. By ים ד ו ח י (unifications) is made a heart of flesh, 
so that man will understand, and the Shechinah will rule over the 70 nations. 
Then Yisrael will be cleansed from mixing with the erev rav. The Nashamot of 
Yisrael will be freed from their prison which is the influence of Lill”y. In 
the end of the exile Yisrael will receive a חדש  רוח (new spirit). This is sent so to fix 
all the world. It is in the secret of   ד ו ח י (unification). By this they will be purified 
from all inequity, and fix all the worlds in 241 ד ו ח י ד ח א Man is punished for עון 
(inequity) only for making tikun.242 At Sinai Hashem gave to Yisrael weapons 
to deliver from every evil mishap, and the angel of Dat. This weapon is the המפורש שם 
(explicit name).243 When Hashem saw the actions of the 
wicked He made “Tzizum” (contraction) of his light. But for the righteous He 
draws out the light of life in the way called in the Zohar מטי ולא מטי  (reaching down 
and not reaching down). From the mouth of Imma (Bina) goes out an ancient 
light of yesod abba it is the light hidden for sadeekem, but can be  
revealed in the six corners of Z’a.244 A sadeek is the idea of 6 corners 
in Yesod itself, overpowering with the light of Teferet in them. Then there is 
included in every one of them (6 corners) 10 (sefirot). Then there are 60. 
This is whats meant by “the middle piller rises 60”. There is a additional 
3 teferet can rise until reaching Keter.245 “Dat” of z’a which is the “makiff” 
of the brain of Z’a is called Heaven.246 So each letter must be explored so that 
one can come to see the truth which is called Torah. Which as we said 
before draws out the Nashama, which is the power of understanding. There are 50 
gates of understanding, opposite these are 10 sefirot each of Keter Chuchmah Bina 
Teferet and Malchut of the erev rav. 247  It states in the Zohar that if a 
Rabbi is like a angel of Hashem let people come and consult him concerning 
matters of Torah. He must have “tachalet” in his “Sitzet”.248 
Torah is the source and root of the essence of light of the Nefesh, Ruach, 
Nashama, Chayah and Yachida. It spreads out in every parzuf. It is light of the 
Ayn Sof. A man occupied in the Torah gives delight to his creator when he 
does it for its own sake, and guards the commandments. This man when he leaves 
this world his soul will find rest and not require “gilgul” (reincarnation).249 
If one becomes a chuchum (wise man) he has the thoughts of his wisdom after 
he dies. This is a spiritual reward of eternal delight.250 
We learn from safer Bahir the souls of the wicked can’t leave from here but 
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must “gilgul”.251 Rabbi Nuchunyah ben Hakana in safer HaKanah 
says that as a poor man can always ask for water, you can ask Hashem for אין 
which is “Keter Elyon”. This is asking for blessing from the Ayn sof which is 
the atribute of Ketter called אין . One seeking this blessing will never be turned away.252 
The מנהיג (leader) is the Ayn-Sof.253 The beginning of the 
level of those who ask of Hashem, of his כבוד ( glory) . They don’t go out of 
the areas which are permitted to that which is forbidden. As if on breaks 
forth out of the permitted they will be bitten by a snake. It was by this 
breaking forth that the Early generations fell from their wise wones.254 
When a man is occupied in Torah for its own sake I speaks to you face 
to face, mouth to mouth. As a man talks to his friend.255 
Only give a blessing to a friend close to you as your own body. This is 
like Canesset Yisrael receiving from Teferet in love.256 
   Yaakov Abuchitzera teaches the main thing of "Avoda" is to join Chassadim to 
givurot to sweeten them. To have the "Yetzer tov" dominate the "yetzer 
Hora". Know this and take it to your heart. The Shechinah is the source 
of the 5 givurot which are not sweetened until Z’a illuminates 5 Chassadim.257 
The yetzer hora is a garment of the Nefesh made from the side of the 
givurot of klippa Noga. It is the “middle” connection to a man’s body to 
his Nefesh. It rides upon him as the סערה (storm wind) rode upon when he went 
up to Heaven. (ride yetzer hora to heaven, tame it) There is also the side 
of the Nefesh בהמית that is pure, it goes in from the חומר 
(substance) of the Ofanim of Asiyah. By this is done mitzvot in katnut, and 
the Nefesh ha Sachlit (intelectual Nefesh). Is in it. The Yetzer Tov is a לבוש 
(garment) of Chassidim of the Klipa Noga. This is “central” Bina (nashama) 
to his Body. It rides upon him as a poor man on a donkey. This nefesh 
spreads and is carved out from his Nashama of Asiyah. Only a little bit of 
this enters the body of man. It is as shade upon his head. Most of it 
(Nashama Asiyah) cleaves above. The spreading out of the Nashama from where its 
carved out is Mazel.258 The main purpose of creation is so that 
Yisreal can serve Hashem with their hearts souls and money, and there will be 
delight. This is done by tikunim (fixings) of learning Torah and doing Mitzvot. By 
these things there is always spreading out of the light from above to below. Sons 
of faith who arrouse good and dont hold back their money wrongly as they know 
Hashem will give them more. They set blessings in motion and blessings are set 
likewise before them. Know blessings those revealed and those concealed are from מהותו 
(Divine essense). Love of yisrael will arise in thought and by the contraction 
the “tzimzum “ of the light of thought a place is made for Hashem to 
create the world. The first act of creation there is spreading out of the 
light from above to below and this light is tzimzum and reduces. In the 
descent of the light spreading out of the tzimzum establishes the idea of 
thickness of the light. The whole idea of tzimzum and עבית 
(thickness) involves givurot that are included with the light. The סתקלות 
(the rising up of the tzizum) is  aspect of raising up the mym nukvin. 
This causes yichud elyon resulting in spreading out of the light to below and 
tikun throught the kav. This 2nd aspect  rising up going away (of light). This 
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is the Tzimzum itself. By It is light revealed and drawn below that there will 
merit rising up in the future. By סתקלות (the rising up of the tzizum) is 
revelation of din. It is the source of vessels. Hashem attaches a good thought to 
action. Everything you thought of for the sake of your master He fulfills through 
you. You will not go from him forever, but will remain in His image in 
everything. You will be concealed from men in the time of exile.  In the 
future the world will be fortified by the arousing of delight from the Nashamot 
of Yisrael. “Tzimzum” is from the central point, which is the source of ן ו צ ר 
 (will). Causing love in Yisrael. Pushing on the flesh to set limits. The 
essence of “Tzizum” is first made only in thought. The main thing in the 
continual creation of the world is the setting of restraints to flow, limits, and 
the love which motivates the flesh. A supernal love is recognized only from 
thought, and is called ה ר י מ א  (speech) in the heart.259 
 Reading of Torah and Tefila includes 4 aspects they are a markava to 4 letters י 
is markava of קריאה (reading), ה is markava to אמירה (saying), ו is markava to לקו  
(voice)and the final ה is a markava to דבור (speech).260 
The yichud of mitzvot is the level of Atzilut. This includes מחשבה 
(thought) concerning the mitzvah. This is the Nashama that rules the limbs, the כסא 
(thrown) of Bria. דבור (speech) involving the mitzvah cooresponds to the limbs of 
the body and the world of Yetzera, world of Malachim. The physical actions 
in involved in the Mitzvot coorespond to the Nefesh and the Body.261 
The first mitzvah of the 10 commandments “I am Hashem” according to 
the Rambam is  to know that there is the existence of אלוה in the world. This is the idea 
of making yichud of the sma twice daily. Uniting the 6 corners in the existence of אלוה, 
even if this idea is opposite that.262 After the future tikun all will be one 
through the middle pillar, which is upper Dat. Which is the secret of Ayn Sof, as in ה”יהו  
is ם”להיא  and Sma. 
                                                                   Chapter 6 
                                     The quantity quality and the Places of Energy 
Rabbi Moshe Deleone teaches that the main pupose of man in this world is to fix 
great things above, and to draw upon himself supernal flow.263 
This flow is given to the world according to the sparks raised and the 
elevation of the worlds such as on Shabot. It should be noted that when we 
talk of the elevation of worlds we are referring only to the vessels not the עצמות 
(essence of lights) that are called "nashamot".264 The elevation revelation to the soul in 
rising sparks and the supernal light illuminating each accordingly so allowing one 
to rise to the supernal palaces above, palace by palace as there descends light 
by way of the sefirot. Illuminating the palace “lavanot Ha 
Safir”, each person receiving light according to their merit. Which is also according 
to each person’s  “yichus”(relationship). Rabbi Moshe Cordevero in Sher Kuma explains 
“yichus”as one’s personal relationship to the sefirot. There are two levels of 
yichus. That which is revealed, this is the advice of the king. The second 
aspect is his providence. This is revealed to each according to his comprehension. 
Yichus is closeness to divine attributes as one’s own or distance heaven forbid. The 
seal of “yichus” is teferet which is balance upon bina divine understanding and 
chuchma divine creativity inspiration. As the “yichus” to physical desires 
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are replaced with spiritual desires. The “yichus” to physicality disappears from our 
eyes as “yichus” to spiritual attributes of malchut, ones actions, with chuchmah and 
bina consume us. The illumination of “yichus” of a sadeek is from above. 
He rules over the forms that are below his point of “yichus” through the name 
elokim, “hvyh” rules in elokim changing providence.One who achieves the understanding 
that Hashem is one, and there is no other. He can force corporeality upon the 
angels, and send them to do his will. Providence “hagana” is directed through 
“sachel Nifradim”  (angels) and through these are directed spiritual powers that are 
divine will which are made of thought involved in creation of the world (such 
as Divine names ). All things of (general) “Nahagot” are called Atzilut. It 
is the Way of Hashem Blessed is his name and his desire to Guide his worlds 
through man. So that Hashem will be known and recognized by his works. Hashem 
blessed is his name makes signs so that man will know from them knowledge of 
Hashem, and believe in emunah.  According to the Divine names worked is his work. 
All this is called Olam Atzilut. All Changes are not in Hashem, but are 
according to the recieving vessel. To recieve flow is רצון 
(will), and the general aspect of all vessels.265 
Nahaga of Hashem dresses in many different vessels, so that works and actions can 
be done. Each vessel has Nishmat Ruach Chyim for what ever is the free choice 
of your hand. For evil or good by this stands reward and punishment. They 
themselves are only vessels, there is not power to them to cause actions.266 
Angels are “sachel Nifradim”, they are not sefirot but אצם 
of Hashem. Hashem eminates 10 sefirot. He is always united in them.267 
  The vessels are arranged according to the structure that is needed in the 
world for proper “nanhaga”. “Nanhagot” are divided and called according to divine 
names in the 10 sefirot of Bria, Yetzera and Asiyah . In analogy this is 
called the world that (knowledge of) shatters the Ears. 268 
Rabbi Abulafia teaches in Aor haSachel that the secret is in pronouncing the name 
in breaths.269 There are 3 vessels to every sefira, and to each parzuf. These coorespond to 
the Nefesh Ruach and Nashama.270 It is possible to change ן ו צ ר to another different ן ו צ ר 
. Or one flow for a new better flow as is needed of the sefirot, so 
that works can be accomplished. The Ayn-Sof dresses in the sefirot. This is the 
Kavana(intent) of Tefilla. Hashem shines his glory in the sefirot guiding personal 
ability, providence, livelihood, healing, atonement. All is from Him.271 One must זקף 
(straighten up by raising) from ערצ (problems,discomfort). The main purpose of 
Tefila is to fix צער above caused by pain of the jew below.272 
Rav Nachunya ben Hakana teaches to make all your "tivot" (strong desires) to the ד ו ב כ 
(honor) of Hashem for the sake of the tikun of your Nefesh. Cleave in the    ד ו ב כ 
of Hashem, this is the Shechinah. Give ד ו ב כ to Hashem give to Him thanks and 
remembrance. These then go out to the אויר (air) of the world. To gain 
additional “Kidusha”, and possess a supernal Nashama this is enjoined into the hands 
of man. Words of Chuchmah make tikun to the hands, which is where energy 
flows.He may contemplate what he wants. The hidden knowledge that was given only to 
Yisrael is by power of knowledge of the holy names. Becouse of the (spiritual) 
places where they call out divine names and are exacting in their learning and 
do "yichud below", there is also occupation with א ת י י ר ו א  (torah) above.  All גזיוו 
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(joining) below is according to the יחוד (unification) above. Make things such 
below so that there will be arroused the same above.273 
The main greatness of the Divine Name is through wealth. All this is decided by the כסא 
(thrown) and משפט (judgment). Dont take benefit of a mitzvah 
before it is complete (dont create a incomplete mitzvah or lacking compared to 
what you are capable of). This is as if a Cohen were to eat from a 
sacrifice before he had completed his required Divine service with it. Do the 
mitzvot in a way of כבוד (honor) due to the Holy king. Dont 
enter into doing the Mitzvot in a light headed way. By comprehension of the 
mitzvot one comes to be careful with their fulfillment as then they understand 
that the mitzvot  involve Holiness. Then they will do them with all their 
power, cherishing and guarding their kidusha.  But if one enters to fulfill mitzvot 
with arrogance or not in a serious way they will not comprehend in truth 
“hashgacha” (divine providence), or see the way of the Mitzvot.274 
By getting rid of arrogance comes “ruach haKodesh”.275 קדישנו אשר 
means being invited to Holiness in a individual way as  קדושין 
 (marriage). One needs to be sanctified to their creator, as He Himself is 
Holy. One must prepare to be summoned to sanctify themselves in every moment so 
there will be received their prayer and Torah. They must be Holy. Sanctified by mitzvot.276 
 is called heart it is the place in the beginning of all (the Crown) העטרת
tefilot (prayers). The הקרבנות (the sacrifices) are in ליוןע  לב 
(the supernal heart). This is the din (judgment) concerning  tefilot. As this 
prayer is as a קרבן which purifies and brings one קרב (close).277 
One needs to draw in words of Torah to illuminate from Teferet which is Torah 
by the Yesod called דרך (way) as sadeekem walk in  דרך 
torah, and the Shechinah is as a Hotel for guests. The דרך 
is a conduit between Teferet to Malchut. Those who occupy in Torah Mammash draw 
light of Torah from Teferet by this conduit. Malchut guards the דרך 
so that one may recieve from it.278 There descends mitzvot to actions, positive 
commands and prohibitions. These 613 are physical, but they rule in spirituality. A 
man who does work in Gan Aden causes the sefirot to work. This is Chesed 
descending in the secret of  avoda and guarding. If a man works and guards 
the Gan (garden) he also dresses in physical garments 
and fulfills positive commands (in these garments). He works the spiritual Gan, 
and causes the sefirot to work. Gan Aden is olam chayim (world of 
living), its not in this world. It is continually praised before Hashem more than 
this world of Stars and planets that is before us. Planting in the garden is by 
the power of speech. In the Gan are many powers. Every sadeek does not flow 
out all of them, but each according to the permission that is given him. Sadeekem 
walk in the Gan and work in it until reaching it’s central point called 
Aden, which is hidden. 279 Aden is the supernal world. There stands 
complete sadeekem, the גן (garden) is below is is for the 
“beneni” (in between haveing about as many sins as merit) also there are men called שכל 
 There bodies are as those of the gilgulim (Spheres-stars) .(level of angels) נפרדים
which are פשוט (simple).280 Its written in Safer HaKana concerning the 
verse "You will be holy for I am Holy" that Hashem will (then) send to 
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you "ruach Kidusha" (His Holy spirit) and Binna.281 To get this holiness be clean from all 
filth and tivot (burning desires not for Holiness). The idea of kidusha is 
distancing from physical tivot, so that the body will return to the aspect of 
being a markava of the Shechinah of kidusha. Eat חולין 
(food not from sacrifices) in purity. Prepare for kidusha by the 5 lower 
sefirot, by this you will be able to aquire higher levels of the 5 higher 
sefirot. Then you will be Holy.282 A man of Holiness is one of Chuchmah.283 
All who engage in Torah “liSmo” (for its own sake) merit many things. They 
receive “Mishpot” that is made for them to show them and to teach them things. 
This is by personal providence that comes down to guide them. All who hear about 
these things that happen to him by Divine providence themselves learn things. This 
all happens if one’s Torah is “lismo”. Torah ה מ ש ל is to א“ ה 
. Which is Leah. (it reveals Divine intuition)284 One who learns Torah “lo lismo” (not 
for its own sake) its like they have not learned at all. When its said one 
who learns “lo lismo” will come to lismo. This is meant only in the 
beggining of learning and only after a short period. Until that there enters into 
his heart a burning desire for the Torah. This will bring him to learn 
“limo”. But if one continues learning regularly “lo lismo” he will be consumed 
in a fire which cannot be extinguished. All his days are in “Avarah” (transgression).285 
Mitzvot done lo lismo blemish in the markavah elyonah , by the lack in these mitzvot.286 
All “nahagot” changes according to the actions of man. If he sins “din” 
(judgment) becomes dominant. If he returns to ו “ י ה ל א 
then there becomes dominant chesed and Rachamim. All is as weighed as on a 
scale. By tefilla and mitzvot there is caused change to the vessels. Which are 
the sefirot, thereby there is changed providence.287 
There is no lacking by Hashem. He lacks no ability or knowledge concerning all that 
goes on in this world, nor does Hashem lack desire. His will does not change 
as it is one with his Name and midot (attributes). They are all in אחדות 
(unity). The only lacking is on the side of the reciever, which is according 
to the generation.288 All who sin are given over to be 
ruled by the “sitra achra” (other side), except those who love Hashem and these 
are punished. Guidance of the sefirot is not enough when there is not revealed ך ד ח י 
(unification) of Hashem, as then only darkness prevails. All the powers and levels 
are not able to give limit to the תהום (depth) of "apiryon" created by 
the sins of Yisrael. As the  תהום  is the depth of darkness. Becouse of 
this Yisrael needs shine light from on high.Only the “yichud” (unification) of 
Hashem himself places a limit, and raises up all levels. So raise your eyes to 
the mountains on high.289 Avraham Abulafia teaches by Brit meilah 
(circumcision) of the seed of Avraham there is remembered if a man transgresses the 
3 transgressions concidered most severe in the Torah, these being spilling of blood, 
avoda zora (idolatry) and forbidden sexual activity. These 3 transgressions illude to 
the 3 sefirot of thought of Chaba”d. By them there there is decided what one 
should have in matters of faith from Chaba”d. If there is no avoda zora 
there can be chuchmah. Bina will rule if one doesn’t spill blood of those 
created in zelem elokim (image of Hashem). Dat will rule if one doesn’t 
 engage in forbidden sexual activity. Man has upon him 7 supernal witnesses, they 
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are the 7 days of creation. After the 7th day and all was created comes the 
8th day, the day of the brit. Brit meilah of the orlah (foreskin) 
of the heart is the idea of teshuva causing redemption.290 
The main knowledge is knowledge of the 
work of Hashem (Divine providence). The main thing is revelation of Hashem within the 
worlds that He creates, or there is "hester panim" (concielment from his 
Divine provodence). During exile all ת ו א (wonders) are hidden so the “other 
side” does not raise up complaints against Yisrael. Hashem hides his face so that 
the wicked will not be destroyed, and the world can exist. The unity of 
Hashem is hidden from the wicked becouse of their garments of “tuma”. (spiritual 
impurities)291 A man gains a good and beautiful garment from working in  secrets of the 
Torah and misim tovim (good deeds) while in this world. It is by these 
that they can rise before the presence of the king when they leave this world 
without all the dinim (judgment) of all this world. There opens for them 
the 13 gates of pure Aparsimon, being their portion of supernal Chuchmah. Hashem 
carves out for them a garment of Malchut. There are also dark garments of 
this world, these push away ruach haKodesh. 
On mondays and thursdays evil spirits come to dress upon people who have these 
dark garments of ruach rah (spirits of evil).292 One must be careful not to arrouse 
“ruach tuma” by drawing the left side down from above.293  
    All yisrael are children of kings, But this is not reached until they return to 
Aretz Yisrael. As mentioned earlier the source of flow is from the “even 
stiyah” so in the land of Yisrael they realize their purpose. Alll forces and 
all their works need to recieve this flow of Hashem who flows upon them 
always. As Hashem is to them the aspect of Nashama of Nashama and Ruach of 
Ruach. In them are created formed and maid the main thing of the world. There 
is nothing inhibiting Hashem in his sader of nanahaga.  All is drawn in 
"kavana". Hashem has "kavana".concerning specific fine details. This is always. All 
is only from Hashem, Hashem's intent all specific and general.All Ziv and zohar of 
light, they merited to it only becouse of the body. Through its actions, works 
and devine service. The supernal angels rise and are nourished and rise by the upper 
unification which is “chitzon” (external) all creation continually needs to receive this 
flow. The “nashamot” and Zu”n of man comes from the lower unification which is 
called “penimi” (internal) of teferet and malchut. According to the work of men 
this unification’s power rises or decends. From here one is punished or rewarded. 
While the unification nourishing angels is from Chuchmah of Abba and Bina of Imma, 
But both need this unification of Chuchmah and Bina to sustain them, so the soul 
of man is prepared to recieve the "bracha" from Angels.294 
 Below is Teferet and Malchut like above is Abba and Imma.295 
Powers of man go out of Nh”y. By these powers he works the foundation of 
the order of the creation is as this. According to the Nh”y of man is the 
state of existence of the earth, creating a new creating a unique connection below 
(to above). The main thing of the Man is chaga”t alone, but his “Yesod” is 
Nh”y.  As by these powers he works in the world and by those powers he 
is also bound to this world including all the creations in it. He fixes them 
with the First 3 sefirot, Chaba”d above him through the nh”y which is below 
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him. There is continually rising and descent. As this is itself the Yesod of 
all tikunim. By his descent be fixes (things), rising them up. And when he 
does rise up the main thing is involving Nh”y, accordingly is what we 
(are able) see. The foundation “parsa” of division between levels, parzufim and 
worlds goes out from the Nhy that is above it. Man grows by Nh”y from 
below to above to raise up the world.296 We need to labor in growth, teshuva and 
good deeds till that there returns the light of abba (Chuchma) into Z’a (ruach) 
fixing also the parzufim of Leah and Rachel. Illness comes from inequity, becouse 
of this there goes away light of Abba. From damage in Leah come illness of a 
hidden nature. From damage to Rachel God forbid comes sickness of a revealed nature.297 
 The light of Chuchmah enlivens its .( ה “ מ) of Z’a ם י פ ל א  are  ם י א ל פ   
master enlivening Leah and Rachel from the 3 ן“ י פ ל א  of ה “ מ . The 3 ן“ י פ ל א   are 3 א 
 They are Chassadim of Abba in Z’a. Abba always wants to .(of creation)  ר ו
flow to Z’a. New flow is recieved from Arich, according to the tikun worked by Abba.298 
From the parsa that is between Arich and Z’a  Hashem eminates from concielent 
to revelation in the name ה:יהו As all revelation is only in Z”a. All 
of the divine names are in Z”a in the aspect of Lavush and hachel, body 
and Nashamah of Z:a. Hashem brings out Ayn-sof  of all names in the parsa 
that seperated from Arich from  Z”a . Their revelation is in Atzilut , but 
their revelation is also in all worlds of Bria Yetzera and Asiyah.. Their works 
and Divine Names are through the malchut. By dressing Z”a in Malchut there is 
made the malchut. By this is nanhaga drawn. There is source of all powers 
and everything that Exists. In them is revealed the מאציל (eminator) himself after tzizum.299 
One who knows the ה מ קו  ר ע י ש  (depthS organizational measurement) of בראשית 
(the act of creation of the world) is a son of “olam haba”.300 
By learning the order of בראשית (creation) in chuchmah Kaballah one draws 
and sanctifies their heart, by occupying in this Holiness.301 
A tour in “gan aden” is when Hashem joins with Nashamot of sadekeem in 
their actions every day.302 Bina is the river going out of Aden 
which is itself Chuchmah. By Emination this river waters the garden of Aden which 
is Malchut with Bina. There needs to be Chuchmah so there can be eminated Bina. 
It is watered specifically through the Yesod. Bina Teferet and Yesod are called 
rivers. R. Moshe Cordevero also teaches the river going out of Eden is Teferet. The 
garden is Malchut. The distance the rivers travels to get to the garden is 500 
years. Aden is the first 3 sefirot, the main part of Bina. From Bina to Malchut 
is a journey of the 6 corners. The essense of the river is Teferet, it nourishes from Bina.303 
From the river פישון is בדלח (firmament). From the river גיחון 
is black bile. From the river חדקל is green bile which is as fire.  From the river פרת 
is bood, as the sages say that by drinking its waters blood is made 
good and it is good for seed.304 Angels are nourished from the river that 
goes out of Gan aden. When the “ruach” emotional soul nourishes from chuchmah it is 
called Atz chyim. So the Tree of Life is when our emotional souls are enlivened 
by chuchmah, divine creativity. One doesn’t merit Torah till seeing the tree, which 
is the central pillar. The right pillar is the force of Hashem’s giving, the 
left pillar his restriction and shaping. The left pillar illuminates only from above to 
below, and makes peace, and returns Chassadim to their level.305 The  Tree of Life 
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is Teferet.306 ו only spreads out in Chassadim that are recieved from the upper part of 
Binna.307  
 The central pillar is mercy. It is only from here that we can receive Torah. 
Torah sweetened in hashem’s mercy. The unsweeted Torah has the bitterness of death. 
This is the idea of malchut the physical dynamics of the Torah sweetened 
from bina. Making the Torah something appreciated. When the ruach raises up sparks 
that are called “mym nukvin” to bina. This is done by guiding our emotions to 
excitement over Hashem and his mitzvot by bina, understanding. Then there returns bina 
to face chuchmah.Then there recieves and illuminates chuchmah in the ruach. In the 
Pre Atz Chyim we are told that the Ar’i and Chyim Vital took a boat to 
myriam’s well and drank the water there and received “Ruach ha Kodesh”. In safer 
Shoshan Sodot it is taught that water has no end. It is in the secret of 
Keter Elyon it is enjoined to the living man in it He makes miracles and 
nullifies gazarot (rulings) of hashgacha (providence). If Keter Elyon is upon 
him he will be successful with this water which has no end.One may even be 
delivered from death, and gathered to life. At times fear of Hashem or כבוד 
(His honor) are required by one only then will there be healing and redemption. 
If they return to what they were not before.308 The Ar”i could look at his students 
foreheads and see what it was they needed to learn. As the main tikun of 
man is from learning Torah. One who learns only "pashat" isnt even near 
his Nashama, but only the flow of his body. We find his Nashama lacks much.309    
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                                                           Chapter 7 
                                                 The Spirtuality Secret 
Just as a tree the Torah has roots, bark, sap, branches, leaves, flowers, fruit there 
are 7 parts in all. So to the Torah has its simple meaning, “drush” 
(explanation), secrets, “gematria” (mathematical 
equivalent), hidden secrets, deeper secrets, laws of forbiden and permitted, clean and 
unclean. If one does not understand this he is not truly wise.310 
Pashat simple meaning of the Torah cooresponds to one’s skin and the world 
of Asiyah. Drush (explanation) cooresponds to the flesh and the world of Yetzera. 
Remez cooresponds to one’s gidim (sinews) and the world of Bria. ד ו ס (Kabbalah) 
cooresponds to one’s bones and the world of Atzilut. The penimi of ד ו ס is Eyn-
sof (Infinite Divine light). This is the water in the bones. To each world 
are 600,000 expanations. If you work hard, but dont understand. In the world to 
come you will, and will not require gilgul becouse of lacking Dat.311 
The main part of the Torah is its secrets that are hidden within. Torah without ד ו ס 
(Kabbalah) is as a body without a soul.312 .The source of מנוחה (rest-
tranquility) is from the Learning in the Talmud the secrets found there in 
by way of Kaballah. From the foundations there is not breaking forth, or going 
out for the receiving of מנוחה (rest-tranquility) according to work but 
this is only given by one thing chesed to the Yusharim (those up right). 
To them there goes out Dat.313 Concerning this the Zohar tells us not 
to separate the upper light from the lower light. It was becouse of this 
that the Temple was destroyed. By this all light is darkened and removed from 
the world.314 Nothing illuminates the eyes of a man as secrets of the Torah. Rabbi Shimon 
bar Yochi said secrets are the “light”. If one learns correctly they will pray 
correctly, do mitzvot correctly all in simcha in good spirit. If one prays and 
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knows “cavanot” of Teffila there is no greater joy in the world than this.315 
By the cavanot of a Sadeek he will be able to understand all that is 
possible for the first time.316 Whoever can perform the “mitzvot” as is 
proper, and his words are correct arrouses 
Hashem. But “sadeekem” who have knowledge concerning the essence of the meaning of 
the physical requirements of the Mitzvot and their words, and know how to have 
“cavana” (proper intent) in their hearts and are arroused in the “mitzvot”. They 
get blessings from the place of thought, and Hashem is close to them. When they 
call to Hashem he is ready and there for them. They interact with Divine 
providence. While those who perform “Mitzvot” 
without knowledge of their essence these “mitzvot” do not rise up in the אויר 
(atmosphere) and effect providence.317 All the time one is only occupied only 
 in the simple meaning of the Torah they see themselves as poor and dead. 
The main part of the Torah is its secrets. One who has the fear of Hashem 
without chuchmah (Kabbalah) will not reach the "midot" (attributes) 
of "chassidut" (piety). Fear of Hashem is Chuchmah, turning away from evil is Bina.318 
Only those who learn ד ו ס (Kabbalah) recognize “hahsgacha” (Divine providence).319 
After the future redemption forbidden and permitted will no longer apply to Yisrael. 
Since at that time there will no longer be involvement with evil. But to the 
wicked the “pashat” will not pass away. They will need to learn Mishna. They 
will be shamed before the “chuchamim”, as the “erev rav” are as ignorant 
beasts. At Sinai the “erev rav” stood far away. So to at the time of 
redemption they will watch the “chuchamim” but will be far from them.320 
The Erev Rav are alway returning to Egypt, even if for a moment it looks 
otherwise. At the bottom of their hidden agenda they are returning to Egypt. The 
“remezim” and secrets are the main part of the Torah, while the “pashat” is 
only a “malvush” (garment- “malvush” refers to “Chashmal”) upon it. As G-d 
willing will be explained.321 When the "makiff" (surrounding light) 
of this "malvush" (garment) becomes "penimi" (internalized) we are saved 
from all sufferings by this new "malvush" (garment). From this "malvush" of 
"Chashmal" the angels of trevail Flee. 322 “Pashat” is from ם “ י ה ל א , Kabbalah is from ה י 
 There is the classic question of which is more important action or learning. Rav 323. ה“ ו
Nachunyah ben Hakana answers that it is ה ש ע מ (action)  is more important, but those 
who multiply their Chuchmah theirת י ש א ר ב  ה ש ע מ and ה ב כ ר מ   ה ש ע מ 
 will be fulfilled.324 Rabbi Yaakov Abuchitzera said that by going into ה ב כ ר מ   ה ש ע מ, 
and learning secrets of the Torah completed his "tiva". One should be come so 
familiar with ד ו ס (Kabbalah) that his lips are filled.325 
We learn from the Kamarna rebbi that there is no love as the love of 
torah. Rabbi Moshe Cordevero teaches us in shur Kuma that there is not power or 
comprehension of delight in “avoda”  physical mitzvot and “sadakah” if the 
body is soiled from transgression. This is because there is a guiding power fulfilling 
all the world of all our holy chambers, and they are in the “mesorah” 
(transmission) of the secrets of the Torah to the faithful in “achdut” (unity) to 
those with intellectual power able to illuminate these discussions. It should be 
known that even subjects in Bava Batra such as property rights, partnerships, laws 
of sales and inheritance these all teach Kaballah.326 Man will be forced into "gilgul" 
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(reincarnation) if he does not learn Kaballah. Not every man has a "segulah" 
(help from above) to learn the Kaballah of the Ar"i. One can loose their 
reward over this. But there is no danger in learning the Kaballah of Rama"k. 
Every one is obligated to this. The book "Shari Orah" is a introduction to the Zohar.327 
Know the sages of the Kaballah are the sages of the Talmud.328 
The "gidim" (thread from leather) of Teffilin and other details are things there 
is not intellect to understand so they are called "halacha moshe mSini". All 
the things called under this designation are great secrets he did not want to explain.329 
 In parsha “vayichi” it seems to be all talk of men. There are no verses 
speaking of Hashem. Becouse at the time of redemption Hashem will put on them 
the “ruach” of Chuchmah, and all will speak of Hashem. When Hashem is not 
speaking in the Torah, He is speaking.330 All verses containing 26 words are Kadosh 

Kadoshim.331 The ark rested in the 7th month on the 17th day of the month on mount 
Ararat. This is not a superfluous detail, but a teaching applicable as a general 
principle of the whole Torah. Angels when they descend to this world put on 
earthly garments. All the more so the Torah from which the angels were made. 
It needs a garment for the world to be able to endure. As man has a 
body on which he puts on his garments, but the pride of man is his soul. 
Soo too the body of the Torah is its laws. Its garments are the worldly 
stories in the Torah. The soul of the Torah is its secret. Its called the 
real Torah. Those who learn this Torah now in the future will be able to 
learn Torah at the level of “Nashama laNashma”.332 Every parsha of Barashit is in the 
aspect of revealed and hidden, both are truth.333 
We don’t have comprehension to understand divine will or מהות 
(essence), so this aspect is called “tohu”. But by “Histoshalut” (unfolding) its possible 
to have some revelation from Chuchmah.334 Nanhaga from Bina and above we cannot 
ask concerning. This is referred to as ה”יהו ל הנסתרות  
(the hidden things belong to Hashem, as no creation can stand there.335 
“Sitri Torah” can be known from permutations of words, letters and gematriot 
even in the Talmud and midrash.336 Serve Hashem in a way of simplicity 
without "Chuchmah". This is the aspect of "Sitri Torah".337 
(some things one just can't understand, even chuchmah doesn't grasp-
just do).The “chuchmim” guide the nations providence by guarding and 
fulfilling the “mitzvot”. The fruit of the Torah is in the upper world. From 
yichud unification of the divine powers here 
below, unification is made above illuminating the sefirot above. While a portion of 
the dat is granted to the master of the yichud below, light illuminating his 
soul. Rabbi Nachunyah ben Hakana tells us that physical man will have no help 
from above, and no joining of “zivug” face to face (between parzufim). In every 
place he works in the upper markava he will not see completion, until he make 
an arousal below. One who does not adequately arouse below, there is not 
arousal above made so as to cause his work to be recieved or completed above.338 
It is not possible for light to go out (from above) without zivug.339 
The makiff light of parzufim grows and ascends level by level from Tefila.340 
 Lights of Makiff are much greater than the penimi.341 The chitzon of vessel is a greater 
level than the penimi.342 When Zivug of Zu”n is in the aspect 
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of Back to Back. They cannot then Zivug in their place. As they are then back 
to back out of fear of mazikin (demons). Only when Zivug face to face 
can they rise up to Abba and Imma. There they have no fear of mazikin. 
If Zivug is not made in its place (before Abba and Imma) then even if it 
is face to face it is called back to back. As there zivug is not 
possible. Back to back zivug is for the needs of Asiyah. This causes zivug of 
face of man to back of Nakavah. This rises more than back to back. But zivug 
is needed face to face for the needs and garmnents of Yetzera. 343  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                   Chapter 8 
                        Entering the "Markavah"-Chariot of Divine visions 
There are words of Torah that work in the first rekia which is chesed. Other 
Torah works in the aspect of Givurah. The aspect is according to the idea of 
the drush. It is also like this with all the mitzvot and halachic rulings344. 
There is arroused supernal Chuchmah by  zivug elyon (the upper unification) which 
is face to face. By this is drawn Divine providence down below.345 
It’s important to not arouse “din” below so that it will not be aroused above.346 
In the Bahir Rabbi Rachmuni teaches concerning King Solomon's words in Mishley 
"the way of life is rebuke of musser”. From this we learn that one 
who is regularly involved in “misa markava” and “Misa Barashit” . How is 
it possible that they will never stumble ?, as in these things no man can 
stand. So stumble in them as it says “rebuke of musser”, as this is truly דרך חיים 
  (the way of life). Therefore one must be able to handle rebuke of 
“mussar”. Receive upon yourself the yolk of the commandments, and if there comes 
upon you “yessurim” (sufferings) accept them in love.347 
Ridiculing one who is involved in avoda zara will some time loosen its hold. 
As it has no real substance. Thus the 3 klipot are shaken off. Thus the 
givurah is effective. Rabbi Nachman of Bresslov teaches that establishing the “brit” 
(covenant) refers to making “zivug”, which is beginning a arrousel below. Then the 
Shechinah dresses in garments illuminating aspects of the “avot”.348 
After his soul leaves its body its existence is very fine because of its 
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close association to gross physicality, limiting the soul’s rising above to its level. 
Because of its blemish in the world of Asiyah physical actions, the soul will thus 
experience 12 months of “gehenom” (hell). Which is the secret of asiyah. The 
Gehenom of snow is worse than that of fire. After this the soul goes above to 
the world of yetzera. The soul rises by way of the gillgulim, the soul of the 
planets which is Asiyah it rises to the birds of song of the “hachelot”, the 
palaces of the lower gan aden, which are in Malchut. From there the soul can 
rise palace by palace to the upper Gan Aden, which is in Bina. Those who serve 
Hashem in joy are received in the Palace called “atzom Shamym”, what great 
joy this is. The Vilna Goan in Safer Hachalot teaches that the light of 
lightening is in Hod of Bina. From the lightening of "botzina kadisha" are 12 
illuminations are given in the reception of the 22 letters of the Torah in "hachel 
Atzom Shamayim". Here is ל " א י נ פ ר ו א . The whiteness of Atik floats on 
red till here in "Atzom Shamayim". Here is revealed "Chesed Elyon". 
"Dinim" are illuminated as here shines the Ruach in the face of the king. 
Here is the white Ruach illuminating the whiteness of life. Here You must say 
your sign. Here are all the garments. As it says "Hod and hadar are her 
garments". This is the "hachel" of Hod. Here is "Chashmal" and ל " א י נ ר ד ה 
. Here are 378 illuminations. They are the 370 lights from the "Tepuchin" 
(apples). The beauty of Adam was from the glow of Aba as He had a 
Nashama from Aba of Atzilut, Chava’s Nashama was from Ima of Atzilut. Adam 
could not look at the face of Chava after they were turned face to face. As 
she had 370 myriad lights in her face. While Z'a had only 150, becouse she 
took the light of 9 " י "  and 3 " 349. " א From creating new ideas from secrets of 
the Torah one merits to these 370 lights from the "Tepuchin" (apples). By 
these lights is ישועה (salvation), by them one merits to 
the depth of the Torah's secrets as is proper. And there is not forgotten what one learns. 350 
These apples always illuminate white, and (8) ח from ל מ ש ח 
(chasmal). Which is 8 illuminations of  י " ה נ ו ד ה א י . Chasmal is in "Hachalot" 
Netzauch and Hod. This is as it says "The image of fire surrounds". This 
fire is "hachel" Noga. From Hachel Atzam Smayim illuminates the 22 Holy letters.351 
 The א ס כ (throne) of Tereret under the “ever 
Saphir” (sapire firmament) is called Hashem’s (foot stool) and the “eye of Chasmal 
within Chasmal”. All the Torah is included in “under his feet is work of a 
Siphire stone” written with the finger of Hashem. This includes Naviam, catuvim And 
all the words of the sages, all not having form. The is “Blessed is God 
from his place”. All of them in נעלם מהות (hidden essence)hidden It has 378 kinds of 
light. Upon the Chasmal is a garment of ר ה ו ז  ו י ז 
. All Chayot Ofanim and Caruvim look upon this ו י ז ד ו ב כ 
  (beam of glory) which surrounds the א ס כ as ל פ ר ע 
(thick darkness). This allows some angels and distinguished individuals to nourish from 
the א ס כ , while prevents others.352 The Chasmal has aspects of the face of 
the lion, ox, eagle and man.353 The 4 chayot surround the brain to 4 
sides by the 4 hosts of the brain of skin, flesh, bone and sinews. 
Cooresponding to these are the 4 klipot.354 Skin, flesh, sinews,  and bone cooresponding 
to ב”ע ג”ס  ה”מ  ן”ב   .355  The "chitzon" external aspect of the skin of Z'a and skin of Tevunah 
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which is a garment to Z'a is called "chasmal", but skin itself is "klippa 
Noga". "Chasmal" is the parzuf vessel of ר ש ב (flesh) floating on Nrnch"y of Z'a 
of Atzilut. Flesh is the place Binna spreads out. The parzuff vessel of ר ש ב 
is called "rekia" and is the name ה " מ . It is the aspect of chassadim. 
The parzuff vessel of ר ש ב is in each sefirah of Z'a from its head to end. It associates all 
together to make one complete parzuff. The soul of Moshe goes out from its ark 
which is "hachel Lavanot Hasaphir" which is "chasmal" called flesh. This 
ark is  made to Imma. The ark is the 248 limbs.    ר ש ב (flesh) is dinim (judgments), that 
are given measure for measure. The portion to Z'a cleansed is called chashmal, the 
portion not cleansed is called Noga. Chasmal and Noga are 2 separate parzufim. The 
aspect ר ש ב is ם " י ה ל א it is "mochin" of "yonika" which is only 6 corners of Bina that 
makes ר " ג of Ruach. ר ש ב is ב- dat, ש- chuchmah and ר- 
bina. These being three "Meloy"  of     ם " י ה ל א , with י which is "moch" 6 corners of 
Chuchmah is gematria ש .These are the "chayot of consuming fire". "Meloy" ה 
"moch" Binna it has no chassadim and "meloy" א is "moch" Dat, it has chassadim 
and givurot . Chuchmah must be enclosed in Chuchmah to be revealed. Achoryim of ל א 
 it is inside Chasmal. From Z'a of Bria till the end of Malchut are , ר is gematria ם " י ה
120 sarufim "Elokim Kadoshim". Outside these is Chasmal. Chasmal is names of   י ה ל א 
 356Chashmal is “chayot” of “consuming fire”.357 The name called yad Chazakah (great .ם "
hand) is chashmal, it is “chayot” of “consuming fire”. As it is written “a 
consumming fire surrounds” (Ezekial), delivering from the sitra achra. This is Hashem 
cleaving to the righteous in matters as fine as a single hair. None may go 
in and enter except by chashmal. Only those זך (bright) and נקה (clean) may enter.358 
Rabbi Nachman of Bresslov says that we need to draw Chasmal from the world of 
Bina to dress upon Malchut (hachel lavanot haSapir) , which is “emuna”. 
So the “sitra achra” wont nourish. Fulfilling Divine will in and speaking truth 
in one’s heart makes Chasmal. The heart makes Chasmal.359 
The sparks of light in the klipa Nogah want to Attach themselves to Holiness by 
cleaving to the Chasmal. Because the Chashmal has to power to subdue the 3 
completely evil klipot. Thus allowing sparks in noga to break away completely from 
the 3 unclean klipot and cleave to Holiness.360 Chasmal is the "chitzon" garment of 
Binna it surrounds Zu"n.361 Chasmal is as a "Chuppah" being 
the "makiff" upon all vessels. "chasmal" is the aspect of the 
crown of flesh after there is revealed the Yesod by "Milah", "pria" and ה צ י צ מ 
. From cutting off the "Orlah" the 70 Chassadim are revealed from the ל " מ of ה  ל י מ 
. The 5 Chassadim above are ה " י of ל מ ש ח . ה ל י מ is made of ש " ח meaning silent and מ 
 is the 4th klippa called "kol ש" ח .meaning word ל "
damma daka" (small still voice). (revealed after 3 parts of Meilah). It is Noga 
that surrounds the crown (Yesod) within which is ל" מ 
which is essence of "chasmal" (parzuf בשר -flesh of atzilut). This is the 
aspect of "atz Dat tov" of Atzilut. "This Chasmal" is "chayot" 
of consuming fire. 2 "makiffim" on the head of Z'a called מ " ל of       לם צ 
(Netzauch and Hod, Yesod is penimi). There are 7 "makiffim" to Z'a. 
These are drawn with great force. The 7 "makiffim of Z'a are the aspect of ל" מ of ם ל צ 
(6 corners of Imma). ל”מ  Of ל מ ש ח is gematria 70 being 70 names. It is the ע of      ל פ ר ע 
(cloud of thick darkness). This cloud is the energy of fire and the angel ל“ א רי ב ג 
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. It is source of Chasmal. ל פ ר ׂע also siezes in the yesod of water which is ע ׂ . ל “ א כ י מ 
 is Givurot of Atik. (Botzina Kardanita)362 ל פ ר
The surrounding fire on Sinai was chasmal. Chasmal is given to deliver these inside, 
from those not proper. In Chashmal are 4 punishments for the wicked from the 4 
letters of י”אדנ  . One who is proper comes close by the ד of י”אדנ , others rise in the נ. 
216 letters of Givurah burns in fire to push away those not proper.363 
The lower part of Chesed of Teferet is 18 "nikudot". There are there 70 
lights being 70 Chassadim. These are revealed by 2 ה י ו ה 
of Netzauch and Hod. These 70 are the ל " מ  of ל " מ . ל מ ש ח  of ל מ ש ח 
is 70 names and כ " י מ  of  364. ל " א י כ מ Klippat Noga seizes becouse of the ן נ ע 
(klipa cloud). Then nourishes from these 70 lights. On blessing wine (in Kidush) 
these 70 lights (Chassadim) decend to the Yesod of Z'a.  Then the 70 Givurot 
are sweetened by the 70 Chassadim. Wine itself is 70 Chassadim that went over 
in the 70 Givurot. The lights that seize "Chasmal” is the body of 
"Hachel Lavanot Hasapir". "chasmal" is secret of all the Hachalot of Bria 
Yetzera and Asiyah. The "Chasmal"of Bria Yetzera and Asiyah includes hachalot, 
Sarafim,Chayot and ofamim.365 Teferet of Binna is "chasmal. "Hachel 
Atzom Smayim" is called "Chasmal", which is ל " א י נ פ ר ו א 
. All angels called "chashmalim" in all worlds are a aspect of ר ו ע 
(skin), being the good of Klippa Noga. The "mesech" (screen-filter) between 
Atzilut and Bria is in the skin of Binna (hachel Lavanot haSapir), it is 
the "Chupah" of Zu'n. This is the "zelem" in the face of 5 lights 
of Nrnc"y "penimiyut" that dresses in Nh"y of Imma (Being Chaba’d of 
Z’a of Nefesh Ruach Nashama Chayah and Yachida of Z’a). Cooresponding to these 
are 5 "makiffim" garments of Nh"y of Imma. They dress upon 3 makiff 
garments of Z'a. From "tohu" is drawn     ר ו ע and בשר (flesh). עצמות 
(bones) is drawn from "bohu". External to these is the skin of Z'a 
which is completely evil (skin is the vessel of the light of Malchut of 
his Yachida, at this time it requires tikun) The Chasmal is the "chitzonit" 
(external aspect ) of Binna (its skin). There is no nourishment from "Chitzonit" 
(other side) in Binna, as chasmal guards.366 The sefirot of Bina are 300 corresponding 
to the number of gidim, which are conduits of drawing flow. This is  like 
the 378 of life force of chashmal.367 The skin stands outside of Zu”n dressing 
hidden in the malvush (garment). Chasmal prevents the chitzon from nourishing from 
the aor penimi of Nakavah. Chasmal dresses till under the feet of Zu”n in Nh”Y. 
It is mainly Nakavah that needs Chasmal to protect from the chitzonim. But it 
begins by dressing  the right shoe of Z’a, then removes Klippa from the 3 
lower sefirot of Asiyah.368 After Adam ate from the "atz ha dat" there was drawn the first 3 
sefirot (of Z'a) below the chest to the 6 corners of Asiyah. (the ר"ג 
of Z'a was separated from nh"y imma-chasmal) This is beneath the "parsa" 
that is called Chasmal of Imma. This caused the removal of the Chasmal of 
Imma from the skin of Z'a (Z’a no longer having a aspect of Chasmal, 
covering it as shoes) . The skin fell to the klippot, leaving it to only the 
3 klippot (as it no longer has protection of Chashmal). It also dresses 
to Bina that surrounds it. This is the secret of the 288 sparks. They are the 
aspect of Chasmal that is between Z'a and Nh"y of Imma and the "achryim" 
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of Imma (these 288 sparks are in the klipot noga). Becouse of Chasmal klippot 
are not able to nourish. But if Imma goes away from her young which is Z'a, 
then there is nourishing from the "sitra Achra" from the "aor penimi" of 
Zu'n. Chasmal covers from all sides, even beneath the feet, which is the aspect 
of shoes. This covering by Chasmal is accomplished through the names of Binna of ס ק 
 is the last 3 sefirot of Binna א" נ ק the middle and ג" מ ק , ר"ג which is א"
and is called the "lock". This "lock" is the "mesach" from 
Atzilut to Bria. This Chasmal is called the lock.369 ע (70chassadim) of ל פ ר ע 
(thick darkness) ל"מ (words) of     ל מ ש ח . This is Imma  hidden in the 
wings (of Chayot) which is Chasmal (Then the Chasmal’s words are eminated from 
potential to actual). Becouse of it the klippot can't nourish from the "aor 
panimi" of Z'a, becouse of the thickness of chasmal. Which separates from 
"aor Penimi" of Z'a and the klippot. Chasmal is "malvush" on all 
sides unto the feet as Shoes. Imma dresses to Zu'n through Chasmal. The 2 
shoes being chasmal of Imma are N'h of Imma. 370 There is fire of Givurot from the wings 
this sometimes causes "chitzonim" to nourish from the supernal Givurot.371 
 There is to man "atzmot" (essence-lights) and "callim" (vessels). 
"atzmot" is Nefesh Ruach and Nashama. Vessels are their garments. Adam's garment 
was a coat of light from the chasmal. There is ר ו א  ת ו נ ת כ 
(coat of light) of the Nefesh, Ruach and Nashama from Nogah (This was when 
the vessel of the skin was Holy).There is a chasmal of olam Bria to the 
Nashama, Yetzera to the Ruach, and chasmal of Asiyah to the Nefesh.372 
One Who lacks fulfillment of a positive command lacks a garment corresponding to the כ 
 to his Nefesh, Ruach, Nashama, Chayah  ר ו א  ת ו נ ת
and Yechida (lacking the aspect of 70 Chassadim). Instead of having this garment 
he has filth of the serpent.373 Further explaining Chasmal we learn from the 
Zohar concerning the levels of the soul and their parzuf vessels that : 
 
               sefirot vessels: Ketter    Chuchmah     Binna          Z'a-teferet      Nakavah 
    Bodily parzuf vessel:   brain      bone             sinews     flesh-chasmal     skin-noga          
              Level of soul (light)  :  Nefesh   Ruach           Nashama      Chayah       Yachidah 
 
    At times Z'a only has one vessel the Parzuf brain. So there is only revelation 
of the light of the Nefesh of Z'a. At times Z'a has 2 vessels Parzuf brain 
and Parzuf bone so then there is also revelation of ruach of Z'a. Z'a continues 
adding vessels till acquiring the vessel of Parzuf skin and light of the Yachidah. 
Light of the Chayah purifies the vessel called flesh which draws "makiff" 
garments (The ruach dresses in in flesh, its refined by Chuchmah of the החי, 
which is makiff to it). Light of the Chayah is revealed by purification of 
the flesh. When one comprehends the aspect of light of "chayah" then the 
"Chayah" dresses in the parzuf of the brain, and the Nashama in the brain 
decends to the vessel of the parzuff of bones. The Ruach in the parzuf vessel 
of the bones descends to the parzuf vessel of sinews, and the Nefesh in the 
sinews descends to the flesh. Through the light of Chayah there is created to Z'a 
its 4th vessel called "flesh".374 Contemplation of Chayah makes the tikun 
called "melah" which is cleansing of the vessel of flesh. Separating it from 
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the 3 clippot. But the contemplation of Chayah does not cleanse the parzuf the 
vessel of skin which is the clippa noga itself (as this is only done by 
contemplation of Yachida.)  The 6 corners of the Chayah is aspect of the vessels 
from the chest and above (of Z'a) which is all good and no evil (as the 
Chayah is the vessel for the ruach). From the chest and below (of Z'a) is 
vessels of Noga (cleansing of this requires Mashiach-Yachida, as cleansing of all the 
noga is complete tikun) . The light of the Chayah only illuminates 
in Chasmal. All chuchmah is only revealed from the chest and below (inspiring the 
middot of Z'a with emotions and in Nakavah are inspired actions ). From 
the chest above of Z'a chassadim are covering, with the Yesod of Imma, so 
there is no Chuchmah there.  Only the 6 corners of Chayah are revealed as 
first 3 sefirot will only be revealed with "gamore tikun" as they are 
separated from the body's internal vessels by "tzizum ב " (tzizum of 
Bina does not allow the first 3 sefirot of Chayah to become penimi 
in Z’a, as by this there would be no freewill by nullifying the meddot) 
  Its forbidden to draw down the first 3 sefirot of Chayah to the vessel 
of flesh from the chest and below. 375 The ר " ג of Chayah only dresses to the body 
in the aspect of ש  ו ב ל מ (garment), not dressing internally, but the ש ו ב ל מ 
dresses upon the 3 parzuff vessels of brain bone and "gidim" (veins-these are 
not the body parts themselves, but vessels in the makiff of Z’a). The 6 
corners of the "mochin" of Chayah cleanse from the chest and above which 
is Chaba"d and Chaga"t which dress the Nefesh and ruach of the Chayah (the 
Chayah by Chasmal only shines to the first 3 sefirot of Z’a so its 
midot are not nullified to the chuchmah itself of the chayah). The ruach (of 
Chayah)is in vessels from Chaba'd so it is called Chaga't. While the Nefesh 
is in vessels of Chaga't so it is called Nh"y and Malchut. These 6 
vessels Chaba"d and Chaga"t (of Z’a) are called Chasmal (as nh’y Imma 
dresses to them). There is no cleansing in the ר" ג of Chayah it corresponds to parzuf 
Nogah. From the chest and above is called Chasmal from the chest and below 
is called Nogah. The 6 vessels from the chest and above (of Z’a) are called ל " מ, 
which is as ו לל מ מ  (consuming-filling). Parzuff Noga which 
is the chest and below (of Z’a) is not cleansed. This is the aspect of Noga called   ש " ח, 
which means silent- there is not to it speech. The lights rub upon and 
purify the vessels. The brain of the soul level called Chayah rubs and purifies 
the vessel called "chasmal" which is also called flesh and ש ו ב ל מ 
(when the Chayah dresses into nh’y of Imma-chasmal). This rubbing upon the 
vessel also causes the "makiff" (surrounding light) to become internalized, 

dressing within its vessel. The Chashmal is the ark to the "atz ha Dat tov v Rah".376 לל ות  

ממ  ù ח יות א contains the letters of Chasmal which is south- א”י , north - ד”ה  ,east- נ”ו , 

west - י”ה  . This is the secret of 4 faces. Chayot are the aspect of flow illuminating 

below called לל ות ממ   (speaking). When there is no speech the flow below is called חשות 

(silent) , which is chasmal. ù ח יות א are sometimes חשות and sometimes לל ות ממ  .377 

The fire at Sini was Chasmal. This cleansed Yisrael of the filth of the 70 
nations that came from the serpent who had defiled all mankind.378 
Fire is Chasmal. Chasmal will go against Gog. They will be consumed in fire. 
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This is Givurah on the wicked by י”יאהדונה  , the name of Chashmal. The consuming 
fire is "Meloy"of ם " י ה ל א with ש א= י (fire). והיה  will judge in fire. י”אדנ = ם " י ה ל א  
which is Imma + י”אדנ  which is Malchut עקב = ם " י ה ל א 
(heel) of mashiach. referring to the heel of Mashiach. David is Netzauch, 
Mashiach of Yosef is Hod379 The Chasmal is in ש א (fire). From fire there rises and 
illumiminates the Chasmal which is called the "illumination of fire". Therefore 
we make "havdalah" on the nails, as Chasmal is     ם י ינ ל ע  ם י נ ר פ צ 
. From here the 3 klippot can nourish. לבוש of sefirot penimi is the hachalot they are one’s 
finger nails. What grows upon them to excess is klipot.  There dwells tuma. 
Chesed, Givurah, Teferet and Machut are faces of Nanhaga in Atzilut. These 
are the 4 fingers. They do not nourish from ש א, therefore it is not proper to look upon 
them with the light of a candle. As the candle guards the flow from Malchut 
which is the secret of fire and din. These don’t exist above. The finger and 
toe nails are Nogah. The face, hands and feet correspond to the 3 unclean 
Kippot. The feet of Adam of Assiyah reach to death from Klipot Nogah. By 
which the unclean Klipot want to nourish from man. Lilly is in Kipot Nogah. She 
wants to dress to mans soul.  One needs to separate from these klipot by 
descending to the feet the flaming Givurot of ה”י . Throw these klippot down to the thum 

rabah (great depths). These are the mochin (brain-consciousness) 
of Nakaveh in the secret of Aba and Imma. Klipot Nogah is a garment of the 
Nefesh Ruach and  Nashama called "coat of skin". It is a mixture of good 
and evil and is cleansed by Torah and Mitzvot. In klippot nogah are 248 limbs 
and 365 sinews. The 365 sinews go from the liver to the rest of the body. 
The blood spreads out in them. The liver is the dwelling place of the 
Nefesh. The Nefesh arouses to the liver, but its essence is in the heart. If 
one transgresses then the “eye” of the Nefesh cant see. Through Torah and Mitzvot 
one merits to a complete garment of noga to their nashama. Through Torah on 
merits a garment of noga of Yetzera to their ruach. Vengeance is taken against the 
hated of Yisrael when, G-d forbid, they transgress the positive commands and 
prohibitions, thus failing to purify the "Kipa noga".   A mans life 
force is his Ruach. Man by it recieves reward or punishment. It is his feelings 
and power. When it goes out of a man he is dead. The Nashama is hidden 
much, it teaches man knowledge. It is the “mazel” of a man. It is in 
heaven only sparks of it go over upon the man to guide him and his intellect. 
A Nashama occupied in   Torah cleanses the ruach. Through mitzvot the nogah of 
Asiyah dresses their Nefesh.380 Noga has a thin shell so potentially 
its spark giving it life can be seen to shine trough guiding us. unlike the 
other 3 Klipot whose spark which is giving it existence is concieled within it 
and it cant reveal the guiding light. All one gets is the shell. Everything 
in the world has sparks that are left from the time of the shattering. Shattering 
is the aspect of the letters that shattered and fell to everthing. Everything 
has its time for who it is enjoined to (each spark).381 Sparks that fell to the “back of 
the worlds” (places of Gods concielment, and judgement) from the braking of vessels 
make a element of din (severity) there in the “back of the worlds” 
this is whats called “nikudot” (olam nikudim-tohu), these sparks strike light 
(potential energy) in the רושם (tracing 0f light) that was left 
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(after the initial contraction of the light).382 Hashem emanated worlds in many levels one 
below another till this world which is the “thickest” and most physical. Then 
he sent dinim to purify this world from the filth and waste. From these dinim 
is made the world of Tohu.383 The hidden cavana of Hashem is to bring out all works of 
the world of Tohu. By this is brought out the dinim that are from the “bottom 
of the bottom”. This makes תחת עומק this is the bottom of Asiyah that is drawn from רם 
 384.(malchut of Atzilut) עומק ראשית which is the yesod of Olam Bria called עומק
The potential revelation from each spark is according to its source in the malchut of ן”ב , 
whether it is from the aspect chesed or Givurah etc. The depth it fell into the 
klipa. The deeper it fell the more work is required reveal its light by  
uniting it with the light above. Hashem eminated worlds in many levels one below 
another till the descent of this world which is the thickest and most physical. 
And then he sent dinnim to purify of all the filth and waste. From them was made Tohu.385 
288 sparks were left in the vessels that shattered. From them was made the 
“klipa noga” of good and evil. We ברר (purify) sparks by positive commandments. 
This returns the sparks from the Noga to their source above. By prohibitions we 
separate the filth from the food.386 The positive commandments and prohibitions are 
our souls 2 wings.387 When the “chitzon” is removed from 
“canneset Yisrael” then begins הנהר  אור (light of the river) to illuminate upon אדם  נשמת 
 נשמות 388 The light of a candle and the.(the candle of God is the soul of man)  נר  אלהים 
 are joined together.389 The 6 corners flow to the Shechinah (treasury of souls) אוצר
from 60 myriad that are above. So the 6 corners get “parnasa” (livelihood) of הנהר רחבות 
(width of the river) which is binna. This is the secret of יהרחב  בני 
(children of Rachavia). They are the רחב (wideness) of ה”י , the 60 myriad.390  
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                                                  Chapter 9 
                                     Levels of Growth of the Soul 
The order of growth from below to above is 
always ibor (pregnancy) ,yonika (breast feeding) 
, katnut (smallness), gadlut (greatness). Ibor ,yonika, gadlut-
mochin (greatness).These are chitzon middle and penimi. The Nashama (Godly 
intellectual soul) is בהיר אור (bright light), the body is lowly 
physicality. This is the highest and lowest together. They grow together little by 
little from ibor to Gadlut. This continues till the body is completely חי 
(alive) from yichud (unification) with the Nashama. Tikun is from chitzon to penimi, 
this makes (joining) of body to Nashama by fixing of Bria 
Yetzera and Asiyah. Rising to the level of ישראל אור , and Yisrael rises to the level 
of the Torah. Nashmot of Yisrael rise up to be grasped by Bina, Imma Ilah 
and from the rise to be united with the light of Dat. 391 The Sni Luchot Ha Brit teaches that 
there are many different places of revelation. One level all yisrael experienced 
going down to Egypt, another at Sinai. The exodus from Egypt is mentioned 49 
times in the Torah alluding to this. After the age of 9, but with most 
children the age of 13 they are able to raise the sparks, “myim nukvin” above.392 
After 13 there enters power of עיון (ability to learn deep) so that one 
will have the ability to be deep in Chuchmah and learn halacha so to choose 
a way which is good to act upon. This power of עיון is from the Nefesh sachlit. At 13 
and above one merits to good and evil of the Yesodot רוחנים of Yetzera.393  A חוט 
(cord) of chesed is through mastering of Tereret which is the 12 אלכסונים 
(diagonals). These go in through 12 years and a day. As then there is shown 
signs of maturity.  Rachamim of אב (father) is in the 12 אלכסונים, and in 6 sefirot.394 
From 13 to 18 go in the surrounding lights of imma. The face of the power 
of bina divine understanding. From 18 to go in the internal aspects of abba, 
divine inspiration creativity. At 13 the lower part of 2/3 of Teferet is 
revealed to the the upper part that is covered. The individual rises up and there 
is increased their vessel of Keter. Then Z’a is ready to receive the (new) 
mochin them selves. This is the secret of צ of צלם. This is the body of Binna in the 
Keter (of Z”a). After 20 go in the surrounding lights of aba. The complete 
tikun of Z’a in Gadlut is by purification from the lights and vessels of 
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the Nashama of Z’a. In this is made purification of the vessels penimi which are 
Chaba”d. There is drawn Keter of Z’a from 2/3 or Teferet of Tevunah. This is Gadlut א 
. ם”אלהי  is mochin of Katnut of Z’a. In gadlut these mochin of ם י ה ל א 
are pushed down the throat. Then is gathered the צ of צלם. 
The secret of Mochin of Abba to Z”a are from 13 to 18. This is ם”ל  
, then 2 makiff enter Z”a . This is Chayah. It goes in at 20.395 
The Sulam on the Zohar tells us that one who at the age of 20 who 
recieves the level of soul called “Chayah” is called a “son of Hashem”, He is 
a son of Matto’t.396 By the cavanot of a Sadeek he will be able to understand all that is 
possible for the first time. At 13 (by cavanot) one can merit a ruach of 
Yetzera. At 20 one may merit a Nashama of Bria and from there one can 
comprehend according to their actions the Nashama of Nashama of Atzilut. If you 
work hard to extinguish your Yetzer Hora but fulfill the mitzvot with out the 
greatest effort so to merit Olam Haba one is called a man of kindness. One 
is then fit to have the likeness of the “youth” called Matto”t. But one 
who serves God so to give delight to heaven, he is called קודש 
(Holy), there comes from him Ruach HaKodesh. He is in the likeness of the 
man of Atzilut.397 Before “teshuva” you were with the 
“AtzDat” of good and evil, and called child and servant. The Atz Dat of good 
and evil is Mato’t and ם”ס . Moshe is the “good” of the Atz Dat 
of “good and Evil”. The atz dat tov (tree of good) is mitzvot and 
that which is permitted. The mitzvot are atz Chyim (tree of life), that which 
is permitted is atz dat tov. Atz Chyim is in Atz Dat of good and Evil, which is in the gan 
(garden of Eden). Atz dat is a לבוש (garment) to all that is in atz 

Chyim. Atz Chyim is the secret of Teferet, while atz dat is Matto”t. 
Teferet is a possesion within Matto”t. This is the secret of spirituality that 
rules within physicality. Nahaga (Divine guidance) below is from העולם שר 
(angelic prince of the world-Matto”t). There are 3 garments to man, one of 
light of Atz Chyim, עור כתנות (garment of skin) this is from Atz 
Dat of “good and Evil”. Another garment is of the fig leaf this is of the 
tree of evil. Before a man enters the Atz Chyim by his garment of light 
he must first enter the עור כתנות (garment of skin) the garment of the 
Atz Dat of “good and Evil”. From there he dresses in אוירין קדושים 
(Holy atmospheres) of Matto”t. One does not need to “go out” to raise the 
fig leave. Its flow is that of evil, one only come to blemish from contact 
with it. From “teshuva” there will be given to you the Atz Chyim, which is the “ו” son of 
ה”י  . Then you will be no longer called Servant, but “son of Hashem”.398 

A Soul connected to Hashem from Aby”a is called Brother of Hashem. Those only 
drawn from Atzilut are called His children. The Nefesh Chayah of Barashit is is 
that of עלאה קדמא אדם , from the hidden source of By”a. This is also revealed in the Avot, 
Moshe and great sadeekem. This includes the lights of A”k. Man should have the 
merit to his Nashama to draw this.399 A Hebrew slave is in-between the level 
of Yisrael and a caananite slave. This level is only “olam Yetzera.400 
Weekdays are the secret of Yetzera under the rule of Matto”t, angels “memunim”do 
works in the world, but Shabot is ruled from Bria. This is הבדיל 
between Holy and profane. During the week the gate between Bria and Yetzera 
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is closed, on Shabot and Rosh Chodesh it is opened. קודש (Holy) is Bria, חול 
(secular) Yetzera.401 In histashalut of levels above to below 
are many camps. In the structure of the tree of Atzilut there is no ruling of 
klipot at all. After is the structure of the tree of Bria. In this 
arrangement there are klipot that dress to Atzilut, but dont seize there at all. 
As it is Shabot. The moch (brain) of Bria is Atzilut. The moch (brain) 
of Yetzera is Bria. There is seizing of the chitzonim in Yetzera in the time 
it dresses to Bria.402 The source of your soul can draw flow and blessing of the ה”י  
to the ה”ו .403 There are those who serve Hashem as slaves, they do not cleave in the Ayn-

sof , except by histashalut (gradual unfolding). While those who serve 
Hashem out of love cleave in Hashem with out any mesach (screen-filter) separating.404 
The place where the repentant תשובה בעלי של -ת"שב stands a complete sadeek can not 
stand.405 A Complete sadeek is in Yesod, while teshuva is Bina. There are 2 types of 
Teshuva the upper is Bina, the 2nd is called atera and its also called 
teshuva as by it the repentant תשובה בעלי של -ת"שב is called Keter and Chuchmah, and in 
the end all will return to them. Complete sadeekim are Yesod and Teferet. ה 
illudes to Keter י to Chuchmah. The place of Bina and Teferet illudes to ו 
and Yesod is drawn in 406.ו If a man blemishes himself and does not 
do teshuva he must return in gilgul, (even) when he blemishes until the 
upper mazel (highest levels), which is the ו of א of Binna. Teshuva (itself) is Bina. 
Keter is upper mazel. There is no mazel to Yisrael as they rise their being up 
the existence of Keter. It was there that Adam blemished.407 
The right hand that recieves those who return in Teshuva is ה”מ , 
it is the Shechinah from the side of Chesed.408 By their tikun they return to their 
Yesod. The Yesod of Nashamot are the 4 parzufim. There are souls from Chesed from 
the Yesod of water, and those from Givurah the Yesod of fire, Teferet the 
Yesod of Ruach and Malchut the Yesod of earth.409     
 
 
 
 
 
                                                       Chapter 10 
                              Working to reveal the light of the Messianic age 
  One must guard the “Yesod”, gateway of bina 
divine understanding. So one can perceive the torah. One must protect from the 
influence of the evil inclination. As taught by rabbi Ashlag in his commentary on 
the Zohar. One must separate from and subdue those things that go in to do 
destruction spiritually to the individual and the community of Yisrael. One should make 
many ways of removing separating from evil, thus distancing the “klippot”( the forces 
of concealment) from the flow of Holiness. The otherside is introduced according to the 
needs of the creation from the aspect of the vessels, by this is the renewal 
of din. This is the source of the other side. By tikun the other side is 
pushed away and seperated, and there returns the good light according to tikun.410 
In the generation of the flood there was no one left possessed the Holy 
“Nashama”, if there were they could have saved the world.411 
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This stands against that. There are klipot of “Zachor” that nourish from Z’a and 
female klippot that nourish from Nakavah. The klippot can only draw from the back 
side of a parzuf.412 One must know how to protect from 
seizing of the other side from one’s emotions and actions, by this there is 
death to the other side.413  Happy are those who are occupied with 
the Torah day and night and know the way, all day they nourish from the flow 
of chuchmah which enlivens them.414 We draw draw from Chuchmah and שכל 
(intellect). As it says “Chuchmah enlivens its owner”, and the source of this חיים 
(life force) is 415.שכל We draw from The main aspect of life is in Chuchmah.416 All מזון 
(nourishment) and flow is from Bina, but nourishment of the upper King is 
from Chuchmah. From here is heaven nourished as it says "Chuchmah makes alive its 
owner", and the land to flow in Malchut of בן  ישי Who is יש בן י (son who has י) י 
refers to Teferet.417 All the powers of Hashem are one level 
upon another like the branches of a tree. By watering the tree it produces 
fruit and gives power to the tree. The water of hashem is Chuchmah. Each Sadeek 
blossoms from his conduit of Chuchmah, by this he also rises and cleaves to the 
tree. Yisrael together blossoms by the good works of their sadeekem.418 
No Sadeek on earth doesn’t have engraved upon him the image of the Sadeek, as 
he is under supervision of this “memunah”. He is given 70 keys to all the 
treasures of his master. They are the secret of the 7 lower sefirot of 
Chuchmah. The king blesses that image of the sadeek, with all the blessings he 
blessed Avraham. He tells the 4 camps of the angels to take the image and 
go with it to the 70 concealed only he merits. These worlds are for those 
who brought the souls of the wicked to “teshuva”. If people knew the merit of 
bringing the wicked to “teshuva” they would go after them as life itself.419 
Return in Teshuva and your reward will be double, for bringing out the Kidusha 
from the Klipa. By much teshuva and misim tovim (good deeds) become a son 
of Olam Haba raising the feminine waters to Aba and Ima, thus renewing  in 
great force the parzufim of Abba and Imma in Arich.420 Teshuva is 421.רוח חיים 
Avraham is the shield at ones right arm. David is enjoined to left arm.422 
Sadeekem from their “keterim” (crowns) here below are likewise crowned above. These 
crowns all connect to the one’s above. They are the crowns of the king who 
fulfills all. From the crown of Malchut, physical things of holiness is established 
“Yichus” according to this point of “Yichus” go out aspects of knowledge 
within chuchmah. Rabbi Ashlag teaches us on the Zohar that the mission of all 
humanity is to rebuild Malchut. From Tamar and Yuhuda go out root souls of  
“Mashiach”. Tamar is malchut of malchut ruling light of “Yichida”. The Nashama 
of “Mashiach” rules all 
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